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OTTAWA (CP) -- 
Finance. Minister Jean 
Chretien said Thursday 
he will not bring down an 
early budget but will 
reveal, the method 'and 
starting date for removal 
of wage and price controls 
in a major Commons 
~eetc.hl~ht. next Thursday 
.. '~..~lwetinn told reporters 
a~ter a cabinet meeting 
that he will announce 
some important economic 
palicy C]~anges in his ad- 
d ur~ the throne 
speech debate. 
He would not be specific 
on his prepdsed an- 
nouncement, but he was 
Chretiens's Sl ,e, ech next week 
PR 37ft~ff~L LrBRAR~ 
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r 
Wage-price control p:hase-out date coming 
have expired at midnight. 
Dividends were frozen 
in the first year of the 
program, "which began 
Oct. 14, 1975, and were 
allowed to rise by no more 
than eight per cent in the 
second year. 
The existing 
regulations for pay, 
prices and profits and for 
professional incomes 
would continue 
automatically, a finance 
department release said. 
Under current rules, 
pay increases are held 
this year to a basic 
protection factor of six 
per cent plus a maximum 
small number of cases 
another two per cent to 
account for past ex- 
perience of the group. 
Professional pay raises 
are restricted to a 
maximum $2,400 a year. 
Profits are regulated by 
a complex formula which 
tries to ensure that firms 
do not pass on increases 
higher than additional 
production costs. In a dcli- 
tion, about 350 major 
companies must file 
advance notice of price. 
increases with the anti-in- 
flation beard. 
The new regulations to 
be announced next week 
bU•eet, which has seen the in- markets~ comment on a published cabinet meeting, ternationai value of the Chi'etien said new report that a ceiling on 
held on the second an- Canadian dollar sink to its regulations limiting in- pay increases for the 
nivereary of . ,Prime lowest level since 1939. creases in pay, prices and duration of the program 
Minister Trudeau s an- Despite the.decline to dividends will be an- may be 7.5 per cent. 
notmcement of the 90.89 cents U.S., ~hretien nounced in his speech. The limits on dividends 
program, was held amid a said the dollar would Until then, the current were extended by a 
climate of continuing continue to float on in- rules would be extended, cabinet order signed 
economic uncertainty ternationai money Chretien said he had no Thursday. They were to 
I . . . .  
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l 
deep low pressure area 
moving northest from the 
Pacific will bring clouds 
with eoninuous rain by this 
evening lasting aH day 
Saturday. Today's high 11 
degrees, tonight's low, 
seven degrees. Tem- 
peratures should drop 
, Sunday afternoon, two per cent for will apply_ for the 
_ deflnite about ruling out a .VOL' 71 NO. 114. Price: =0 cent~ FRIDAY, OCTOBER. 14_ 1977. ,/ " -'~ productivity and in a remainder of the life of confidence. , 
Ca aea Carter will sign may bad 
i Cherry Point bill us  out i " 
WASHINGTON (CP' i ~ ~ ~ 
~ i OLYMPIA (AP) -- a joint resolution which have a very good working 
~ i  'President Carter will sign would authorize relationship and there is 
~ ~ ~ a measure which includes no reason why we could 
a ban on construction ofa 
Puget Sound oil superport 
east of Port Angeles, 
Wash.,  United States  
Representat ive  Dc 
Boriker said Thursday. 
Bonkar, an Olympm 
Democrat, said he thinks 
the action may mean 
there will be no oil 
transshipment point in 
Washington state. This, 
he said, will increase the 
need for such an oil port 
at Kitimat, B.C., about 
640 kilometres northwest 
of Vancouver. 
"The President will 
sign the Puget Sound_ 
protection legislation, and 
that act will prompt 
formal reactivation of the 
Kitimat oil port aiter- 
native, complete with a 
list of new and financially 
important sypporters," 
h~ ~aid in a news release. 
--:.:.~AIl~iiidi~tiouspoint to 
these developments oc- 
curring in rather rapid- 
fire fashion," he said. 
- -  Canada may be ap- 1 
proached soon about the 
l possibility-of providing emergency natural gas supplies ff the U.S. suffers an-othar fuel crisis this winter, U.S. officials said Thursday. 
Officials said informal, 
exploratory talks may ¢ 
begin soon about 
Canada's ability to par- 
ticipate in an emergency 
_energy contingency plan 
designed to increase 
supplies and lower 
demands if a had winter 
results in energy shor -  
taes.  
~e  plan, drawn up by 
the new department of  : 
energy, suggests that ~ 
Canada might provide up 
to 48.5 billion cubic feet of 
extra naturalgas between 
N~ember and March if a ,~  
serious fuel shortage 
occurs.  ~v 
Last ~anr, Canada ~, 
. . . . . .  
urn  " .......... 
tract , ' re  
sunpliars almost two ~ ~. 
h'i~on cubic feet short of . '~  
. \  
demande: 
While weather experts 
predict thetthis winter " u 
may not be as severe as 
last year, colder-than- Six.week-old Joe is not quite sure what to do when his owner Vincent Lincoln bends down to his level. normal weather, which 
would deplete fuel steeks, - -  ~ "  
is forecast. .~ 
Two members of the home with a clean slate,, 
Front de Liberation du Premier Rene Levesque Jacques Cossette-Trudel 
Quebec (FLQ) ceil which said Thursday. and his wife Louise, 
k idna~ British traae Lovesque told 'h i s  ~t i r rent ly  -living in 
commmsion James Cross weekly news conference France. 
"From their point of ,... , . , ,  maybe ,,~lew, which I understand, 
be ripe for some sort of 
pardon ... or :something 
like that," the premier 
Levesque to study request 
-\ 
FLQ kidnappers may return 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  in 1970 want to return that he recently received, Carbonneau, Pierre Se- 
a letter to that effect from 
said. 
Lo.vesque said he would 
study their request and 
consider" making 
representations to the. 
federal  gover nmer 
where he said the ,final 
decision would rest/ 
A spokesman for Marc- 
Andre Bedard, ..Quebec 
justice minister, said both 
face criminal charges of 
kidnapping and forcible 
detention upon their re- 
seven years is a long time 
to be separated from 
family and friends." 
The Coesette-Trudeals, 
who now have one child, 
were permitted to leave 
Canada for Cuba in ex- 
change for the safe return 
of the British trade com- 
missioner. 
they won't 
"Negot iat ions  wi t 
Canada on mutual crude 
oil transshipment needs 
will then become of 
paramount importance, 
and there are en- 
couraging signs in that 
regard, too." 
The legislation he 
referred to is an extension 
of the Marine Mammal 
Protection Act, plus an 
amendment added ~. 
Sen. • Warren 
Magnuson, of Washington 
state, banning construc- 
tion of an oil port on the 
inland waters of the state. 
~t~ and Jacques Lane- The measure ap- 
to return to Canada parently blocks a plan to 
and not face trial, build a superport at 
Morris Fish, a Montreal Cherry Point, Wash., near 
the Canadian border. criminal awyer, said the 
kidnappers could be Northern Tier Pipeline 
pardoned for a crime Co. is sponsoring a 
even if they were not yet proposal to build a port at 
convicted and had not Port Angeles, Wash., 
been tried. The power to • coupled with a pipeline 
pardon rests wtth "her around Puget Sound and 
majesty ... which in effect eastward. 
is the (federal) cabinet." Bonker has introduced 
negotiations with Canada 
regarding a superport. In 
the interim, no federal 
~orrmits could be issued 
an oil transportation 
facilities in Washington 
state. 
"The Federal Energy 
Administration 
testifled...that there is no 
re,ison to be pessimistic 
about negotiations with 
Canada," he said. "We 
the pro~'am. 
Chretien repeated 
earlier remarks by 
Trudesu and others that 
labor and business will 
have to restrain their 
demands on the economy 
to help restore the 
competitive position of 
Canadian industries in 
home and foreign 
markets. 
Chretien's an- 
nouncement will come at 
stime when the country is 
facing a dismal unem- 
ployment problem, in- 
ation rates nearly two 
per cent highar than a 
~ear ago and a lack of 
investor and consumer 
not come to agreement on 
the oil port issue. 
• "These a~ al l  ad- 
:ditionsl steps along the 
path toward keeping all 
off transshipment out of 
Washington state, which • 
is a course I am per- 
senaily committed to and 
one which I am convinced 
will prove to be the wisest 
public policy." 
Midwest states worried 
oil will run out 
KENNEWICK, Wash. 
(AP) --  A move by 
Senator Warren 
Mngnusun to keep oil 
tankers out of Puget  
Sound in Washington 
stato, may resuit ii~ f~- 
cing:~an; OH port on' Port 
Angeles, Wash., Or 
Kitimat, B.C., an Oregon 
economist ays. 
Mike Wells, an em- 
oyee of the Oregon 
ergy Department, said 
Magnuson doesn't favor 
an oil portat Port Angeles 
but has said he wouldn't 
oppose it, either. 
Magnusen's amend- 
ment to the 1977 Marine 
Mammals Protection Act 
would not allow tankers 
east of Port Angeles. 
The senator has said it 
• would not" prevent 
enlargement o f  four 
refineries on Puget 
Sound. However, oilmen 
say ,larger refineries 
could not increase pro- 
duction without an in- 
creased crude oil supply. 
Fielding Formwa~', 
manager of the Atlantic 
Richfield Co. refinery at 
Cherry Point, Wash. said 
the four refineries 
produce 313,000 barrels a 
day, with about 250,000 
used in Washington state. 
Most of the rest goes to 
Oregon. 
' , . l~nuson 's  bill will 
result in a reduction in 
es to oregOn and 
, 'and I" think .... 
~ le  tlie~ are waking 
up to that fact," Form- 
way said. 
Mngnuson reportedly 
has contacted Oregan 
Senator Bob Packwood to 
assure him the state will 
get necessary petroleum 
supplies. 
Since Oregon has no 
refineries and relies on 
the four at Puget 
SKOUND FOR MOST OF 
ITS SUPPLY, THE BILL 
ME NS ITS GROWTH 
CAN BE MET ONLY IF 
THE Washington 
refineries obtain more 
crude ell by other means 
than tankers. 
Wells said there 
currently is no provision 
in plans of the Northern 
Tier Pipeline Co. to 
supply Puget Sound 
refineries with oil in its 
.proposal to build an oil 
superport at Port Ange- 
les. The Montana-based 
firm might change its 
plans, however, he said. 
Legal experts ay there 
would be two ways for the 
couple or the other Cross 
kidnappers--Marc 
Defence submission to drop charges OTTAW& (CP) -- 
Immigrations Minister 
Bud C~ullen said Thursday 
he  doubts whether the 
federa l  governme~ 
would permit members of 
the • terrorist Front de 
Liberation du Quebec 
P' B case gets technical 
which were taken from 
Porpoise Harbour, where 
torn. the  chemical was 
Soilcitor-Generai 
Francis Fox  said the 
matter would have to be 
referred to external el- 
fairs, but added that there 
is an open warrant for the 
arrest of the Cossette- 
Trudels that was exe- 
discovered polychlorinoteo 
biphenyl (PCB). 
because most of the 
samples were "destroyed or  
lost by the Crown," defense 
is at a disadvantage to 
question the results of 
analysis, Gadner said. 
On that ~.round, the 
defense council stated that 
the Crown was offering 
secondary evidence which 
was made even more 
secondary because the 
laboratory technician was 
not present o testify as to 
the accuracy of the records. 
Gadner began his defense 
following testimony by an 
electrical engineer, a crown 
witness who was established 
(FLQ) involved in a 1970 cubed when the two left 
kidnap crisis to return to the country. BY DONNA'VALLIERES 
Canada ~th a _pardon. 
Cullen made the 
_ ~ v e r r , ,  . ,,There arecharges and Cance l  pollution trail 
co'cram ' t s f they must res~nd," the being heard this week in 
statements by Quebec . spokesman said. Terrace provincial court 
Prelifler Rene Levesque, W A r 1 - e r s  O K  He noted that the couple bogged own yesterday with who said earlier he would would first have to ask 
consider making federal authorities fol c 
representations • to, the new passports if they testimony, some confusion 
fedaraig0veromentfora r e ~ u "  rn  decid~ to return to Can- on the part nf both eoun- 
pardo.nf-er.twooftheFLQ ada because they have sellers, and technicai 
memeersmvolved in the been absent for seven arguement from the 
kidnappi~, years and any old defense. 
The '~ two, Jacques VICTORIA (CP) -- passport would have ex- 
CessetteTrudel and his Members of the British pired. 
At the news conference, 
Levesque noted that the 
Cross kidnapping "didn't 
bring any wo]ence in the 
sense, of what happened to 
(Pierre) Laporte," the 
Quebec labor minister 
murdered by another 
FLQ cell. 
In  considering the 
request for represen. 
tations to Ottawa, Le- 
vesque said: "The only 
think I can say for the 
moment is that you get a 
letter like that and in- 
stinctively, (you think) 
last January. 
Thomas Carscadden 
testified that power tran- 
sformars oft his typecontain 
a liq~d which is composed 
inpart of PCB. 
Possible reasons for 
failure of power tran- 
sformers are manufac- 
turing defects, electrical 
overload, electrical surges, 
ot the most common, a less 
of the fluid, Carscadden 
said. 
The engineer explained 
that when a transformer 
release a contaminant 
which could cause an ex- 
plesion. 
Evidence was given in- 
'Prince Rupert during the 
first three days of the trial 
held in June that onlu 180 
gallons of the fluid out of 390' 
found in the tankfter the 
explosion. 
When questioned as to 
what would cause the less ox 
fluid, Carscadden stated 
that there was evidence of 
holes in the transformer 
fins, which have co~etqJDgs 
of about one miilfii!~t~r 
Wemer Heim'ich were both 
confused as to prior 
evidencegiven concemmg 
one record in the labortory 
book and the actual dates 
when samples were taken, 
received by the laboratory 
and analyzed. 
Testimoney given Wed- 
nesday concerned analysis 
of the samples when PCB Is 
were recorded, but all but 
two of the samples had been 
destroyed. 
Defense council for 
Cancel also argued in his 
introduction that the .results 
of PCB have not been 
determined by the scientific 
community. 
There is "not one iota of 
evidence to relate the 
readings to anything 
meaningful," Gadner said. 
Judge Romilly, however, 
indicated he was not swayed 
by this arguement. 
The trial ended for the day 
when Judge Rommily 
stated he would review the 
evidence following Gadner's 
request for dismissal. 
After a day-long trial, 
Judge Selwyn Rommily 
adjourned the trial until 
today while he considers a 
submission, from defense 
council Robert Gardner for 
wife, Louise, are living in 
Framie. .  They  wrote 
Levesqne recently • 
seek ing,,"some sort of 
paroon. 
Cullen . said the 
government would 
consider the case, but 
added that it looks 
doubtful that ~he two 
would be readmitted to 
Canada. The two, he said, 
would be subject to 
criminal charges for their 
part in the kidnapping of 
James Cress, British 
trade commissioner, in 
1970. 
Columbia. Ferry and 
Marine Workers' Union in 
Victoria, Nanaimo and 
Powell River voted 
Thursday to return to 
work, putting an end to 
their strike against the 
British Columbia Ferry 
Corporation. 
The tinlon members in 
ViCtoria ~oted to return 
by' more than 99 per cent 
9n condition that there be 
no disciplinary action 
against he striking em- 
ployees and no court 
aet.lnn hv the commny. In 
dismassal of all 16 charges. 
Gardner said he was 
"sitting on my 
technicalities" to ensur( 
that all of the evidence as anexpert in power 
relating to thepollution tria} generation and power 
is carefully considered, distribution as related to 
The main focus of Gad- •transformers. 
nar's objection tothe The PCB found in Por- 
Crown's case binges on the poise Harbour is alleged to' 
continuity of evidence have gotten there following 
c o n c e an power transformer ex- 
records made of samples plesionin the pulp mill plant 
thick. 
"The transformer is very 
rusted" he stated while 
looking at exhibit 
photographs. 
There appeared to be rust 
on boththe body of the 
transformer and on the fins, 
CArseadden stated, adding 
that the radiators in the fins 
should be replaced as soom 
as there is evidence of loss 
of fluid. 
"It's inevidable that the 
transformer is going to fail 
if the fluid leaks out," he 
said. 
Carscadden stated that 
the liquid could have been 
leaking out tbrought 
pinholes caused by rust on 
the h'ansfomer, but he was 
unable to speculate where a 
half-inch hole found on one 
of the fins had come 
from,except to guess that it 
looked like it had been 
plugged. 
Gadner suggested the 
half-inch hole could have 
been a result of Sabatege, 
perhaps from a gunshot. 
Gadnar and Crown counel 
i 
,/ 
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Huge damage 
settlement may 
never be paid 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A 
21-year -o ld  wa i t res  
imra!yznd for llfe when the 
car she was in crashed June 
3, 1975, on Wednesday was 
awarded $400,-031 damages 
against the driver--a 
.d /~,  speeding prisoner 
out en a ~y pass. 
But  the award handed 
down in B.C. Supreme Court 
by Mr. Justice H. E. Hut- 
chesn may prove of un- 
certain value to the victim 
because the prisoner's 
whereabouts are unknown. 
He did nota~ at his trial 
and is thought to be in 
eastern Canada.. 
The award, one of the 
largest motor vehic le  
judgments in .recent years: 
went to Patrleia 1"oews ano 
was against George Thomas. 
Warren who at the time m 
file mishep~was out of the 
Agassiz prison work camp 
on a temporary: day pass. 
" WmTen; nowabout ~, at 
the time was serving a 
sentence for drug traf. 
ticking and cprrying a 
concealed Weabun. 
A clsims against John 
Stonoski, warden of the 
prison, that he was 
negligent in authorizing me 
release of Warren was 
dismissed, although Mr, 
Justice Hutchesn's 25-page 
written judgment said there 
was lack of supervision by 
the warden. 
A number of the passes is- 
sued to Warren were unes- 
totted. 
BECAME FRIENDS 
The supreme court judge 
said evidence at the trial 
showed Miss Teews first 
met theprisoner when he 
was out dprison on a pass, 
that a friendship developed. 
through prison visits and 
subsequent prl_ son releases, 
that Warren domineered the 
for pain and suffering and 
for the special care she will 
need as long as she lives. 
She was severely injured in 
the crash and was left 
without he use of her arms, 
hands or legs. 
Lawyers for the woman 
had named Stonoski and 
Henry Macl~enzie, the 
owner of the car, as 
defendants along with 
Warren. 
CASES DROPPED 
The Supreme Court judge 
dismissed the case against 
MacKenzie on grounds there 
was no evidence the 
Prisoner was driving ~e oar 
~th the consent ot 
MacKenzie. He dismissed 
the case against the warden 
on his finding Stonoski was 
not negligent in 
"authorizing" the June 3 
pass that released Warren. 
The Supreme Court judge 
said there was evidence 
• .Warren on the various 
passes was not in the control 
of a.n~one, that there was 
drinking involved and 
possibly drugs, and that he 
was in breach of conditions 
laid down for his releases. 
"My view of the lack of 
supervision exercised by 
Stonoski over the releases of 
Warren is that by May 28, 
Warren was confident hat 
he need have no concern 
about the conditions of his 
releases which he had bro- 
ken many times with im- 
~uiu~n?aid Mr. Justice 
"He (StonoskiY testified 
that he considered, when he 
~arPrOVed of the releases for 
ren, that the risk to 
society was minimal and 
that the releases were a 
proper means of rehabi- 
litetion. The decisions he 
made, even if they were 
made without proper 
inquiry, were made m good 
faith and in a manner re- 
,;..wqmn~KI4hat s,.~. fluall, y .  kited to carrying out the 
feared him ano dio as ne intent and purposes o~ the 
,...told,her~to~io. +:~ ;~...',v ,~, (Penitentiary) Act." 
Mr. Justice Hutcheon 
stated there was evidence 
f 
Pipeline group 
expected loss 
VANCOUVER (CP) --Kitlmat Pipe Line Ltd. lest 
about a quarter of its financing with the an- 
nouncement by a St. Paul, Minn. refinery that it could 
no longer wait for a decision on a west coast oil port, 
but Kitlmat project manager Jack Cressey said 
Wednesday the move had lzen expected. 
Kitimat, a consortium with as]per cent United States 
financing, has propped a Kitimat, B.C.-Edmonton 
pipeline tar Alaskan crude oil that would eonncct with 
existing lines to eastern Canada and the U.S. 
Creesey said the withdrawal means loss of par- 
ticipation and financial bucking but IQtimat could 
carry on without Koch Refinery Co. . • 
Koch, with a 24 per cent interest in Kitimat, now 
plans to ship oil up the Mississippi River to Wood 
River, nl., then pump it through apipeline to St. Paul. 
The Kitimat pro P0s.al ran into opposition from 
' environmentalists and fishery interests and recently 
the consortium endorsed the Trans Mountain Pipe 
Line plan for a route from Cherry Point, Wash. to 
Edmonton. 
But that project has been set back with the U.S. 
Congress proposal to ban supertankers from Puget 
Sound. 
Cressey said the Congress recommendations still 
have to become law and unifl then Kitimat is nmmng 
firm. 
He said it is conceivable other hackers might drop 
out if, because of delays, pipeline schedules no longer 
fit commitments of individual firms. 
CZ to build 
in Sechel t  
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Crown Zellerbach Canada 
Ltd. has applied to the 
provincial ands branch to 
build a multi-millton dollar 
log sorting operation on 
Goliath Bay on the Sechelt 
Peninsula, the company 
announced Thursday. 
The application for an 
3,500-metre foreshore lease 
at Goliath Bay, north of 
Egmont, north of Van- 
couver, would allow in. 
stallation of a floating de- 
bris burner, a crane, 
generating plants, watm 
tanks and administration 
buildings. 
Bill McGee, Crown 
Zellerbach manager of 
engineering, forestry and 
environmental protection, 
said the o~ratian would 
provide 40 jobs, all of which 
would, he filled by local 
workers ff possible. 
Says finance minister 
Keep controls .another year 
VICTORIA (CP) -- On the 
eve of the second an- 
niversury of the federal 
anti-inflation program 
British Columbia Finance 
Minister Even Wolfe says he 
strongly favors a third year 
of wage and price restric- 
tions. 
"I would he dbappointed 
if they (federal ~lclais) 
made a decision to start 
phasing out the controls 
Hght away," Wolfe said in  
an interview today. 
He noted the controls were 
launched as a three-year 
pPogram with Oct. 14 
marking the end of the 
second year. 
"We'e just entering the 
phase of the program that 
could po~_ ibly do the most 
good, and I said as much to 
Ottawa as recently as last 
week." Wolfe said. 
He said that in his 
discussions with the federal 
government, he was loft 
with the impression the 
controls would not he ended 
immediately, but would 
most likely be phased Out 
during a period of several 
months. 
. He reaffirmed earlier 
. Federal fisheries officer statements that B.C. has no 
Ray Kraft said in Pender intention of setting up its 
Harbor the company has 
..r.eceiv .edwritten approval of own anti-inflation boa/'d in 
the event federal controls 
me project in principle trem are ended early. 
the fisheries department. 
But he said the final The federal cabinet was 
project approval is con. meeting today to discuss 
ditiorml on federal fisheries whether to embark on a 
officials having 'input into 
planning the site. 
The Goliath Bay ap  
plication, made in Sep- 
tember, follows rejection of 
Crown Zellerhach's original 
application for lease of 203 
acres of Crown land on 
Hotham Sound near .~altery 
Bay. The application was 
turned down by Powell 
River Regional District 
because it was feared the 
operation would damage 
oyster seed beds in the ~ea. 
The Goliath Bay operation 
is planned to process logs 
from the Queen Charlotte 
Islands, Kitimat, and Beila 
Coola. 
third full year of controls. 
Criticism has been 
levelled at the failure of the 
program to keep inflation 
within the government's 
goals. 
The government set six 
m~r cent as the maximum 
crease for inflation during 
the second year, hut 
statistics how the inflation 
rate rose to 8.4 per cent 
during September. 
Wolfe admitted the 
~rogrum isfar from perfect: 
ut added that it was one of 
the most successful of its. 
kind in the world. 
Stubborn minority 
that on J ne 3, while Warren MNA 1 fo Q eb Angl  was ut of prison on a day 
pass, hehadb~n .d~.king z appea s r u ec os 
~ought to have his gmfriena 
drive with him in a 
borrowed car, that she tried VANCOUVER (CP) -- stubborn minority. We Eng l i sh -and  F rench  who have polarized the 
Former Liberal cabinet simply refuse to jump in the speaking Quebecers. province. 
river and disappear." 
Mackasey said English- 
speaking professionals and 
businessmen can move out 
of Quebec, but it is difficult 
for Engl ishspeaking 
members of the working 
class. These p,~ople, he said, 
are increasingly isolated in 
their native land. 
He • called Bill 101-- 
Quebec's new language 
leglsiation--a violation of 
basic human rights tl~t 
removes the freedom of  
choice necessary for beth 
to refune'but through fear 
and compulsion by Warren 
got into Ule car and drove 
away with him. 
~ i "The motor vehicle left 
| .  the road because Warren 
~:,: .. failed tonegotlate a curve in 
, the road. lie was travelling 
| + excess of the speed limit 
I[ ,+ ~andhis abillty:to drive was 
l ,  " . imlmi~:1  by alcoh.o!; and 
I per'haps, even drugs, said 
~ .~ho Supreme Court judge. 
;Mr. Justice Hutcheon 
awarded the woman $431,924 
minister Bryce Macknsey 
made a plea Thursday for 
the rights of Quebec's 
English-speaking minority. 
Mackasey, now a member 
of the Quebec National 
Assembly, told a breakfast 
meeting of business and 
community leaders that he 
"didn't want to come to B.C. 
to fight for Quebec" but for 
the rights of the English- 
s o r t~e people that live 
"We are stubborn Quebe- 
cers," he said. "We are a 
LK Consultative 
Tri-level talks coming 
Hugh Curtis announced 
Thursday. 
Curtis said in a news 
release the purpose of the 
meeting "will be to consult 
and exchange information 
on policy topics of mutal 
interest and will be a con- 
sultative meeting, not a 
bargaining or decision- 
making session." 
The minister said the 
major topics on the con- 
ferenee's agenda would he 
urban transportation, 
finance, housing and related 
social policies, and voting. 
and election procedures. 
Federal Urban Affairs 
Minister Andre 0uellet will 
lead Ottawa's delegation, 
which includes officials 
from the ministry of state 
for urban affairs, and the 
Central Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation. 
The provincial delegation 
will be led by Curtis, along 
with officials from the 
ministries of municipal 
affairs and housing; high- 
ways and public works; and 
energy, transport and com- 
munmations. 
UBCM's delegation will 
consist of 21 mayors, council 
members and officials, 
hea~k~i by president Jim 
Fraser, mayor of Williams 
Lake. 
"We are not going to make 
any changes in i~risdietion 
or responsibility; Curtis 
said, "but we may find a 
useful way of  com- 
munioating on some mutual 
problems". " 
Working sessions of the 
conference will be closed to 
nonparticipants, Curtis 
sate. 
"The English-speaking 
minority--one million of 
us--want no more Bill 101/' 
he said. "We want freedom 
of choice in Quebec. 
"The French-speaking 
Canadians in Quebec have 
no freedom of choice. They 
need that freedom of choice 
to learn the other la~uage 
unless they expect to live in 
a ~,hetto." 
Mackasey said the 
oresant ferment in Quebec 
is due to "power hungry" 
Parti Quebecois politicians 
"The only difference 
between ow and 15 years 
ago is that there is now a 
separatist government," he 
sasd. "There's a stronger 
federal trend in Quebec than 
there was 15 years ago, but 
there is also a greater 
polarization in the French 
community." 
He stud that if al 
referendum on the question 
of an independent Quebec 
was' held now "Rene 
Levesque and . the 
separatists would get the 
surprise of their lives." 
Oddities in News 
ILFORD, +England (AP) -- A professional illus~xonist and 
hypnotist ran into the hack of a police van while demon- 
strafing to a crowd how to drive a ear blindfolded, police 
reported Wednesday. ' • 
They said Rouald Markham, 51, known by the Stage name 
Romark, was reported for dangerous driving, 
BONN, West Germany (AP) -  Students at a higlz selma! 
got an unexpected holiday when they arrived for classes but 
found the school do~rs glued shut. 
Prankster~ had S~uirted a special industrial glue into 
locks of the bu i l~  15 exterior doors and 106 classrooms 
and offices, rendering keys useless, police said. 
The 750 students were sent home for the day while work- 
men installed new locks costing $6.500. 
t,OS ANGELES (AP) -- Oregon prison escapee uill 
Foulon has appeared in a television movie since he fled 
prison walls ssx months agog-and he is still a free man. 
"I guess it's really no big deal," Wayne Eatherly, a 
records officer at Oregon state penitentiary, said after 
Foulon's tory appeared Tuosday in the Los Angeles Times. 
"Of eom'se, we'd like to get him back. We're going to ask 
the Los Angeles police to look for him." 1 
Foulen, who was sentenced to five years for burg ary, 
escaped in May. 
The 50-year-old fugitive says hegot he idea to get into the 
movie Youag Jee: The Forgotten Kennedy while sitting in a 
Vancouver, B.C., bar where some of the filming took place. 
He said he "just went up and made myself a place at the 
bar ans was watching the camera to see what was going 
on." He landed abit part as a British soldier. 
CHICAGO (AP) -- For the tired businessman who would 
rather catch Charlie's Angels than the airport bus, cabbie 
Norvin Owens has the answer. 
He's installed a television set in his taxicab, and he says 
it's paying off in tips. 
The setis attached to the little-used headrest on the pas- 
senger's side of the front seat with the tuning knobs within 
easy reach of rear-seat passengers. 
t 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  
,Representatives of the 
federal government, the 
British Columbia gov- 
ernment and the Union of 
;B.C. Municipalities (UBC- 
'M) will bold a conference in
.Richmond on Monday, 
Municipal Affairs Minister 
Otters fight 
for life 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  Vancouver Public Aquarium 
staff are making a round-the-clock effort to save the 
lives of two sea otters brought here from Alaska, 
aquarium curator Gil Hewlett said Wednesday. 
The otters--one male and one female--are the only 
survivors of a group of five captured in an expedition 
aimed at introducing breeding stock to the aquarium's 
one male otter. 
The three other otters died soon after arriving at the 
'aquarium about wo weeks ago. 
Hewlett said that the male seems healthy hut is still 
in the research area and being watched carefully. 
But the female's fur was soiled during the trip to 
Vancouver, educing her natural waterproofing and 
leaving her with little protection from the cold, he 
said. 
i, Hewlett said she is being fed a special diet of about 
~" 25 pounds of prawns, crabs and squid a day. As well, 
{ she is receiving ahigh calorie paste and an antibiotic. 
i The water in her pool is being kept warm, and she is 
towelled off after each swim to ward off chills, he said. 
She is also being kept in a special cage built to prevent [i~, " further damage to her fur, he added. 
I 
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY 
CONCERNING CERTAIN 
ACTIVITIES OF THE ROYAL 
CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE 
Notice as to submissions 
by members of the public 
Order-in-Counbil P.C. 1977J1911 dated July 6, 1977, appointed the 
undersigned as CommissiOners under Part I of the Inquiries Act 
(e) to conduct such Investigations as in the opinion of the Commis- 
sioners are necessary to determine the extent and prevalence of 
Investigative practices or other activities involving members of 
the R.C.M.P. that ere not authorized or provided for by law and, 
in this regard, to Inquire into the relevant policies and procedures 
that govern the activities of the R.C.M.P. in the discharge of its 
• responsibility to protect the security of Canada; 
(b) to report the facts relating to any investigative action or other 
activity involving persons who were members of the R.C.M.P. 
that was not authorized or provided for by law as may be estab- 
lished before the Commission, and to advise as to any further 
action that the Commissioners may deem necessary and desir- 
able in the public interest; and 
(c) to advise and make such report as the Commissioners deem 
necessary and desirable in the interest of Canada, regarding the 
policies and procedures gove~;rling the activities of the R.C.M.P. 
in the discharge of its responsibility to protect the security of 
Canada, the means to Implement such policies and procedures, 
as well as the adequacy of the laws of Canada as they apply to 
such policies and procedures, having regard to the needs of the 
security of Canada. 
• Pursuant to its mandate, the Commission proposes to investigate 
and in due course to hold hearings concerning matters brought 
to its attention Which fall within the terms of the foregoing. 
The Commission invites Individuals and organizations having 
knowledge of any facts relating to such matters, or wishing to 
express any Opinions in respect of such matters, to communicate 
with the Commission, if possible in writing. Such individuals and 
organizations are not asked to communicate in detail to the 
Commission now if they wofild prefer not to give such details until 
the Commission's staff is able to interview them. 
Any written communications hould be sent by mall to: 
Commission Of Inquiry concerning 
certain activities of the R.C.M.P. 
P .O.  Box 1982 
Station "B" 
• . Ottawa,Canada . . . .  i ':: " " 
• KIP'5R5 ' . :Tel. (613)59.3-7~}21'~ :~ : ^':' 
• . .  • ., . .~ . . , ,  . ,  * , i~  / 
Such " . . . . .  ' ...... ' . . . . . . .  -"  " "  " communications houl~J co~itali~'~the s,gnature, printed "name, .... 
address and telephone number of the person or organization making 
the communication. 
Any other persons who wish to be placed on the Commission's general 
mailing list should Write the Commission at the address given above, 
asking that that be done. Please be sure to give your address. 
In due course a further notice will be published as to such public 
hearings as the Commission may deem expedient for the proper conduct 
of the i~qulry. 
Mr. Justice D. C. McDonald, Chairman 
of the Commission 
D. S. Rickerd, Commissioner 
Guy Gilbert, Q.C., Commissioner 
Chief Counsel to the Commission: 
J. S. Howard, Q.C. 
Secretary of the Commission: 
H, R. Johnson 
, o "  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
I -- . . 
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Solar workshop 
this weekend 
~isr  e.ne~y enthusiasts will have an opportunity o 
make a not wamr neater this weekend in Smithers. 
Northwest. Communl~ College is sponsoring a 
workshop in construction teehiques, 
the haalc concepts of solar energy showing existing 
and proposed buildings. ~ois of the home on the 
Queen Charlottes will be included. 
Saturday and Sunday will he spent constructing a 
done~tic hot water system utillzingsolar enery. The 
student will have an opportunity tobuy the completed 
project. 
The $35 fee included amanual on how to build a hot 
wa~r heater. Instruction will be given by Chris 
~vm~mcx, a vancouver architect spoclaillxing in solar 
projects. 
For further Information, call Isabelle Spalding in 
Smithers at 847-3461. She's the continuing education 
coordinator. 
Kitimat schoolboard 
Job foreman 
saves money 
HERALD STAFF 
BulldOg superintendant 
Ray Ellis had a pleasant 
surprise hidden in his report 
to Kitimat Sehoolboard 
Thursday. 
He reported that con- 
struction foreman Erclh 
Lance had saved the board 
$2,500 by recycling little- 
used doors during 
renovations at Mount 
elizabeth Senior Secondary 
School. 
La e released the 
scha?s ~ doors with front 
four foyer doors installed 
ten years ago when a 1,750 
seat heatre was planned for 
the school. 
superintendent Dale Siddiek 
to prepare a list of alter- 
native recommendations on 
st~ffing and educational 
programs for study before 
final budget decisions are 
made. 
"It is a poor process .to 
wait until we are m me 
middle of hiring before we 
decide how many teachers 
we need," Muir said. 
Slddiek Was asked to 
survey staff levels and 
educational programs and 
provide the board with a 
variety of options and the 
probable results involved. 
The board also asked the 
superintendent and the 
zetretarY-treasurer to in- 
elude the reasons for their 
THE HERALD, FrlchW,)O~l~er(i~ I iF/7, PAO| 1 .. 
Salvation Arm  Ca t. Bill Young 
An all-round citizen leaves town 
Salvation Army is there if 
they need help." 
Many people do go to 
him for help and 
guidance. Quite a few 
~aarents bo's met in the 
rs have sent their 
children to his Sunday 
Scbool. In that way he's 
built up enrolment from 
the 13 he found when he 
came in 1969 to the 114 
attending this year. 
Thirty couples were 
married by Cptn. Young 
last year. Many had no 
relifious affiliations, but 
wanted achurch wedding. 
Since he came to 
Terrace Feb. 26, 1969, 
Captain Young has ex- 
panded the Salvation 
Army Church. He found it 
with six members and 
will leave it with 50 
• members and 84 people 
who come without ac- 
tually joining the Army. 
The building itself 
changed under his 
direction. The Army 
moved from 4451 Greig to 
4635 Walsh Oct. 11, 1975. 
By JuHette Proem 
Herald Staff writer 
Terrace will lose one of 
its hardest working 
eitizens when Salvation 
Army Captain Bill Young 
moves to Canyon City 
Oct. 20. 
Many people know 
Capt. Young from his 
weekly visits to the bars 
around Terrace and 
Kitimat. Every Friday 
night, Young spends half 
an hour passing out the 
War Cry, a Salvation 
Army magazine, and 
chatting with people in 
drinking establishments. 
Capt. Young never 
presses people and never 
reprimands anyone for 
their behavior. He is a 
reformed alcoholic 
himself and  will do 
anything to help someone 
change their ways. 
"I believe in a free and 
easy way of life" said 
Capt. Young. "I don't 
believe in forcing my way 
of life on anyone. I'm not 
there to save souls, but to 
do a job~ I tell people the 
He insisted upon an extra 
high ceiling in the 
church congregation. 
"Sometimes" he said "we 
basement so that kids don't get home until 10:30 
with no where else to go or 11 at night because our 
Could use it as a games people really like to 
s ing , "  room. 
On many a summer Captain Young doesn't 
night, the basement will devote all his time to the 
" Creek M i c a  resound with noises of a thatChurch' or to Terrace for floor hockey game. matter. He switched Ul l  Before the move, the frequently travels to t~ le t  Trhift Shop was in the Kitimat and is respon- 
Church basement. "At sible for the area along 
one point, we had more Highway 16 as far as 
REVELSTOKE, B.C. Bennett said the dam clothes in there than kids Cedarvale. Before the 
(CP) -- Premier Bill 
Bennett Thursday 
described the Mica Creek 
Dam as the beginning of a 
new era in energy for 
British Columbia sbortly 
before he threw a switch, 
starting the dam's half- 
million-volt turbines for 
the official opening. 
"signals the end of an era 
and the beginning of a 
~ew era 
After throwing the 
switch, signaling the 
dam's operators to start 
the turbines, a rumble 
was heard as the com- 
puter-operate.d brakes on 
the turbines were 
in Sunday School. We 
wanted the kids, so we 
moved the clothes out to 
the Park Street location 
and eventually gound the 
kids a new place too." 
Organization is Capt. 
Young's key to success 
with the Sunday School. 
Every Sunday morning, 
he wakes up a 7:30 a.m. 
phones his trivets then 
the children enrolled. He 
Salvation Army got a man 
in Canyon City, he oten 
went there too. 
Captain Young belongs 
to the Lions Club, where 
he served as president in 
1975-76. He helped 
organize the Riverboat 
Days which gave $7,500 to 
the Terrace Swimming 
Pool. His affiliation with 
isn't as bad as it may 
sound. They're also 
building hospitals in 
Prince Rupert and 
Smithers, so there aren't 
any more people to fill it 
unyhow." 
As a member of the 
Christian Welfare 
Council, Capt. Young 
takes care o f  the senior 
citizens home on 4623 
Tuck. "I act as trouble 
shooter, fixing things 
when they're broken and 
letting people in when 
locked ont." 
•Pee•ent two years stationed and started tha  
city's Harbour Light 
mission. 
Nevertheless, Capt. 
Young organizes and 
distributes over 300 
hB~hpers every Christ- 
mas. He starts work eaHy 
in order to have enough 
when the time comes, 
He and Iz~ wife Norma 
love Terrace buty they 
are excited about their 
move to Canyon• City. 
Nov. 11, 1973, they were 
"I do a lot of counseiling adopted by the Nisbg~ 
on alcohol and drugs," Tribe and Capt. Young 
was made a full chief with said Capt. 
He is also a speaker at voting rlghis. His name 
the impaired driving translates as Grizzly and 
school, a compulsory ~1~O~Sn.tO the Killer 
three-night course for all 
those charged with im- 
paired driving. The. Youngs had pur- 
"I go te court when chased property near 
called upon, and speak for Canyon City for their 
people I know" he said. retirement Which is only 
"Sometimes the RCMP three years away. Wben 
ask me to see someone." the Army asked them to 
Before he came to W thepositioosoontobe 
Terrace, Capt., Young vacated, they were 
used to visit the drunk . delighted. ' . 
tank in Prince George. He 
EMPLOYMEHT OPPORIIJNIW OONPEllflOli 
~.litlon: Band Social Worhel" 
~ :  /Kitwanga Band Council 
: KHwenga Band Office " 
Salary Range: S9,052.00.11,437.00 plus 15 percent Isolation 
Allowance 
Apply in writing by submilting Resume and References toe 
Kitwenga Band Cauncll 
p.o. Box3o7 
Kitwenge, B.C. 
Ellis was delighted to bear 
~,ad tidings for a chan~e, recommendations in their released. 
My reports usually m- More than 600 people, "l~e dam had been shut the Lions Club also 
including f6rmer premmr down earlier for the earned the mini-bus for., 
dicate that costs are higher re~ full-time and one W.A .C .  Bennett, at- formal opening makes a list of those the Salvation Army. • 
than expected," he said. half-time teachers were tended the ceremony in ceremony. - coming that day, then As padre of the legion, 
A motion by trustee Jim appointed: Anita Chapman, the undergrounn power • W.A.C.  Bennett said phones his drivers with a Captain Young arranges 
Muir should save the board Teresa Mooney, lsable house of the half-million- the opening of the Mica pick-up schedule, the Armistice Day dinner. 
theme as well as money. Colebrook and Sharon dollar dam, about 130 Dam completes the "This way I never have He's also on the board 
Muir wants district Beetle have been hired for kilometres north of here construction of dams in 
the current school year to to worry whether the kiss of directors for on the Columbia River. the Columbia River help cope with unexpectedly have had breakfast. When Skcenaview Lodge. He 
:~ • .~ .~  large en~o]~ben~*:at Mount The premier said the Power Treaty which was: .~  dam is dedicated to those i signed with the federal the driver pulls in, they ' re  said "I 'm glad we're 
~1!1C~u e , :R,~abeth. ~ ;. ~'. in the past who ~ad the7 ::governnieht '. and '. the ,: fed, dressed. • nicely, and .... getting anew building -- 
• Final: Enrolment. figures ...... forsight"'tt~ plan ... for United States. He 'said ready to go. There's no the one right now:is af ire 
. . . .  " ' " trap" suspected for Kildala Elementary, waiting and no time lost, " however show the original .future use, and to future everyone in B.C. will explained Young. '~eean'tgetabullding 
generations ... who will realize thatit was the best Captain Young also the size we want" Capt. 
count of 633 students was in benefit from their agreement the province picks up members of the Young continued, "but it 
RCMP arae witholding error. There are 580 wisdom." and Canada ever signed. 
the name of a man students registered at the 
suspected of committing 
suicide by wading into the 
Skeena River last weekend 
near Usk. 
Police say they were 
notified by a family in the 
area who said the man was 
missing, and had been 
acting depressed recently. 
A police constable in- 
vestigated and an officer 
and dog called later to he 
scene found a man's jacket 
plus other articles of 
clothing and personal 
• papers near the river bank. 
Police say four con- 
stablesshshedthe area for 
three days without'finding a 
trace of the body. uV searc h
has since been eaUed off. 
school. 
The school district wili co- 
operate in a department of
education survey to 
discover why students drop 
out of school. The survey is 
designed to  identify 
potential droPouts and will 
be used to plan programs to 
keep them in school. 
Ted Graft of Cormorant 
Elemenatary and George 
Neummm of Mount 
Elizabeth chosen to attend 
the conference of the 
principal and vice- 
principal's association Oct. 
20 to 22 in Kelowna. 
The next board meeting, 
orginal!~ scheduled for 
Nov.2 will be held on Nov.9. 
Ferries could 
sail today 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
The Sun says British 
Columbia ferries could be 
sailing this morning under a 
back-to-.work agreement 
worked out Thursday by the 
B.C. Labor Relations Board. 
The evening newspaper 
said details of the prepesed 
agreement are being kept 
secret pending oppmval at 
membership meetings 
scheduled for tonight by the 
2,600.member B.C. Ferry 
and Marine Workers Union 
which has been involved in 
an illegal stike since last 
Friday. 
The Sun says the proposed 
agreement is reported to in- 
~ude a promise by the B.C. 
Ferry Corporation not to 
pursue disciplinary action 
sgamst • the workers, 
ovided the union sea-  
rs do not engage in ha- 
rasament or work 
slowdowns once the fleet is 
operating again. 
The paper also reports 
that the agreement covers 
the possibility of court 
aotion against the union and 
sets out the terms of special 
mediator Clive MeKea who 
was appointed Tuesday to 
attempt to resolve the 
contract issues. 
The agreement was 
reached as several Van- 
couver Island business 
groups initiated legal action 
against these responsible 
for the strike which they say 
has resulted in  losses 
totalling $250,000 a day. 
The strike has shut down 
the 26-vessel fleet, cutting 
off service between the 
mainland, Vancouver 
Island, the Gulf Islands, the 
Sschelt Peninsula nd other 
points along the south coast. 
The agreement was 
reached after nine hours of 
nogotiations by LRB vico. 
chairman Ed Peek with 
union represetativas, law- 
yers for the Crown cor- 
poration and McKee. 
Both sides refused to com- 
ment on the meetings, but 
corporationI. G. Nathenson 
said the talks appeared to be 
fruitful "and we hope the 
ferries will soon return to 
o~ration, but that remains 
to be seen." 
MEETING SCHEDULED 
Union president Shirley 
Matldasan made a short 
statement, but refused to 
answer any questions. She 
said the Union executive 
would be meeting with its 
membership "to discuss a. 
significant developmen~ 
which we believe may 
resolve the deadlock." 
The meetings will be held 
in Vancouver, Victoria, 
Nanaimo, Langdale and 
Powell River. 
To supplement coast.guard 
Volunteer rescue forceseen 
VICTORIA (CP) 
Federal Transport Minister 
Otto Lung today announced 
the establishment of an 
auxiliary coast guard 
rescue service for the West 
Coast. 
Lan~ said in a telephone 
interview from Ottawa with 
a local radio station that 
volunteer rescue workers 
will be" ~id, organized and 
covered by insurance. 
There are now about 60. 
persons operating as 
volunteer rescue agents 
along 10,000 miles of British 
Columbia coastline. 
Lang said the federal 
government would like to 
see this increased to about 
300 under the new program. 
The new service would 
still be operated by 
volunteers, he said, but they 
would be organized and 
directed by the regular 
coast guard and would 
receive pay for work done. 
BASED ON SERVICE 
Rates of pay. would be 
based upon serwce and size 
ef boat used, Lung said. 
Detail of compensation were 
stW being worked out, he 
said, but added he was 
confident the volunteer 
boaters would be happy with 
the new program. 
An insurance package 
would also be included to 
provide compensation i the 
event of damage to the boat 
or injury or death to the boat 
o~rator, he said. In ad- 
ditlon, there will be some 
form of liability insurance. 
Lang said the auxiliary 
coast guard would have two 
main ftmctions--resuee and 
education--and would make 
regular patrols to encourage 
boat safety. 
Lang, who is in charge of 
coast guard operations, aid 
the new program will be in 
effect "m the very near 
future.., almost moments, 
rather than weeks." 
CALLS INCREASE 
However, Defe~ce 
Minister Barney Danson, 
who is co-ordinator of 
resuce services, said it 
might be spring before the 
new service is in iuu 
operation. 
: The government has ap- 
pointed an official to 
organize training for the 
volunteer escue workers, 
Lang said. 
Volunteers have said they 
pay up to $6,000 ayear out to 
run the existing service, and 
have complained to the 
federal government about 
the cost. 
Rescue calls on the coast 
are increasing at the rate of 
about 20 per cent a year. To 
Oct. 6, there have been 
about 2,400 marine distress 
calls this year. 
KEN HOSKINS 
Phone: 847-9134 
Box 3383 
Smithers, B.C. 
Ken • invites inquiries about 
-TREE FARMER 
-KOEHRING BANTAM 
-BOMAG 
-LOED 
-HYDRO-AX 
-C.S. JOHNSON 
VULCAN MACHINERY 
& EQUIPMENT LTD. 
Cowart Road 
Prince George 
564-0101 
564-0230 
Park Avenue Realty Ltd. 
4615 PARK AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1V5 
Listed on multiple service. 
4129 Skegland St. Three 
bedroom home. Full 
basement. Two fireplaces. 
Built in dishwasher. Call 
Frank Skldmore. 
• i l o t :  
Homo with s view. Located at 
4615 Wostevlew Drive. Has 
large lovely landscaped yard, 
double carport, patio, and 
tireplaco. Call Frank Skid- 
more, 635-5691, to view. 
Ideal home for the growing 
family. Large car, 
port, landscaped yard, 2 levels 
of living, 4 bedrooms plus 
wrapwround sundeck. Phone 
B. Parfitt 635.4971 for ap- 
pointment to view. 
~ ~ * ~  
, : ,  . , 
Walking distance from schools 
to town. This 3 bedroom 
family home features 
xukgbm rental suite sad large 
lot. Priced tosoll at 547,000.00. 
Phone for appointment to view 
B. Partilt 635.4971. 
*d, ! ~ i : .  With o location like this whet 
)~ more can we" sayl Asking 
Lotll**~e other side help you to 551,000.00. and located on 
play'the mortage on this super MoRse Cresent this three 
built4.plax. Has fireplace In bedroom family home is a 
each unit of 1200 sq.ft., own must on you list. Cell Kelly 
electric meters, modern Squires 635.7616 for an ap. 
kitchens. For more in. paintmon~ to view, or check 
formationcoll Horst Godllnskl out the "Realscope" in our 
635.5397. office. 
Closing Date: October 15th, 1977 
Starting Date: Hovember 1, tt;7 
Applicants will be notified for an Interview date and time 
depending on their qualiflcatione. 
~n is ter  the Kitwang, Band Social Asnldance Program. 
Administers the Kitwenga. Band ~la l  Ser~k~. ;Prq~.m. 
Advi~'l~/Council and the Village Commil~a'M ngdtors 
within their control on the General Social Services Program. 
Basic 'Requirem~ts: 
Completion of Secondary School Education and shows the 
ability to go and complete graduate study and for ¢ompletkm 
of one of the non.professional social worker courses and • 
considerable number of years of related experiences of social 
work or sche~l of Social Work equivalency. 
Willingness to work irregular beura, mbst have • motor 
vehicle and hold a valid drivers license. 
635 
Overlooking highway 25. 
Country residence on half acre 
lot. HIS three bedrooms, 
fireplace, airconditloning 
carport, partially finiahac 
basement. CAll F. Skidmore 
for viewing. 
High school area. 
Fully finished up and down, 4 
bedrooms, 3 baths fireplace, 
1395 sq.fl, low taxes. These 
are lust a f~w of the fHture 
that make this home earth 
seeing. Priced at SSL000. Call 
H. Gedlinski 635.5397. 
Ideal let home. 3 bedrooms, 
1~ baths, full basement 
garage, large landscaped lat, 
fenced beck yard. Located 
Scott Avon,<lose to schools. 
Phone Barb Prflfl 5.4t71 for 
appointment to view. 
Modern, 3 bedroom homo 
close to schools, natural gas 
head, carpets throughout, full 
basement paritallY furnldted. 
Asking only S4SR00.00 See H. 
Gndllneki 435.SH7. 
Three bedrooms, carport, 
fireplace, patio, barberqm 
pit, and MUCH MUCH more. 
Excellent location. Your offer 
could buy this, handsom heal.  
Make your appointment to 
viowteday. CAll Kelly Squires 
635.7616. 
n ~ 
| '  ~ ' .~:~.O 
Features of this th reat  
bedroom homo on WeMview 
! 
Drive include • flrq)lece, 
suana, two blithe and much 
much more. Call in to Park 
Avenue and check it out on 
"RHIscepe" or p l~e Kelly 
Squires L15:7616 foe', all ~tho 
details, Aaking S$8,000.00. 
i. 
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Forage afar for food 
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[ Interpreting The News J 
Canada sparks 
debt write-offs 
UNITED NATIONS (CP) -- Canada has set a new 
standard ofco-operation for the United Nations that it hopes 
and expects other member states will be quick the follow. 
The new criterion is that of debt cancellation, the writing 
off of debts that the poorest countries owe to the wealthier 
industrial states. The move is part of the spirit of the new 
international economic order the Third World has been 
demanding. 
The Canadian initiative was disclosed recently when 
government House leader Allan MacEachen, speaking as 
cochairman of the Conference on International Economic 
Co-operation, announced that Canada was cancelling more 
than $250 million of development assistance indebtedness 
owed by developing countries. 
Canadian diplomats hoped that other industrialized coun- 
tries would follow that policy. 
This week, Sweden did just that, announcing in the 
General Assembly that it intends to write off $220 million 
owed by the poorest developing countries and suggesting, 
like the Canadians, that other advanced countries do the 
same. 
PROVIDES EXAMPLE 
Several developing countries have expressed ap- 
preciation for the Canadian gesture in speeches in the 
general debate currently under way in the Gekeral 
Assembly and have pointed to it as an example for others. 
Diplomatic observers now expect the pressure will be on 
other industrialized countries to move toward debt can- 
collation. In all, the developing countries owe about $20 
billion on development assistance + credit extended by in: 
dustrialized states, which include the U.S., Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand, Japan and all of Western Europe. 
Debt cancellation was a major issue on which the rich and 
~pgor countries disagreed atthe 17-country Paris Conference 
oh International Economic Co-6peration which ended last 
June 2. MacEachen represented the industrialized states in 
negotiations between the two groups. 
Some Western countries, including the U.S., have written 
off small debts annually on a case-by-case basis, but the 
Americans have rejected Third World demands for 
wholesale debt cancellation. 
Canada may have found it relatively easy to write off its 
debts ince Canadian assistance loans have been granted on 
an interest-free basis with a 10-year grace period followed 
by a 50-year repayment period. Since the loan would not be 
paid back for 60 years and inflation by then likely would 
have reduced its worth, the amounts involve diminish over 
the years. 
Other countries charge threeper-eent i erest and some 
require arlier epayment. As a result, amounts involved 
carry greater impact and cancellation becomes more 
difficult. 
Future Canadian development assistance will be in the 
form of outright grants, as favored by the developing 
countries. 
Today in history 
Oct. 14, 1977 
Mackenzie King's Liberal 
narty defeated R.B. Ben- 
~et1 's Conservat ive  
government 42 years ago 
today--in 1965--in a federal 
election. The Liberals tooz 
171 of the 245 seats in the 
House of Commons, gaining 
the largest majority since 
Confederation. The Con- 
servatives were reduced 
from more than 130 seats to 
fewer than 50, and 12 cabinet 
ministers were defeated. 
lO66--The Battle of 
Hastings was won by 
William the Conqueror who 
took England away from 
Harold. 
1793--Marie Antoinette's 
trial by the French 
revolutionists began. 
1894.--E.E. Cummings, 
American author and artist, 
was _b_orn. 
1957--Queen Elizabeth II 
became the first British 
sovereign to open. Canada's 
Parliament. 
01977 Un;ver~l Prlsl Svnd~ote~,' 
• I !  '~Ve can't elope. I haven't got a su,tcam. 
In 1954 only 12,000 pairs of breeding snow geese were 
counted in a small geesee were counted in a small area at 
the mouth of the MConnell River. This led to the establish- 
ment of a federal migratory bird sanctuary in the area. 
By 1973, biologists estimated 163,000 nests at the mouth of 
the river alone. 
Driven by their hu.~ger, they have sought out every blade 
remaining,even within the confines of this peninsualr 
community. 
Goslings hardly big enough to tumble through sodden 
scrambled as far as 50 miles in a deperate search for food. 
"It must be October already - -  l.]ust saw a "mail early for Christmas' sign." 
Tories ready for battle on 
borrower's protection bill 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Consumer 
legislation stalled in the last 
session of Parliament faces an- 
other rough ride from the Pro- 
gressive Conservative opposi 
tion when it is reintroduced in 
the new session opening Tues- 
da.Ly 
A borrowers and depositors 
protection bill, which died in 
the last session under heavy at- 
tack in Commons committee, is" 
expected to.be part of the legis- 
lative program outlined in the 
sessiun-opening Speech from the 
Throne--a government-writtm 
speech to be read by the Queen 
Tuesday at 4 p.m. EDT. 
Also planned is an overdue 
revision of the 1967 Bank Act, 
the law governing activities of 
the chartered banks rewritten 
by tradition every 10 years to 
bring it up to date. 
The Conservative oppositior 
has already served notice that 
the borrowers bill, at least, will 
have a rugged time in line with 
the party's campaign against 
government internvention in the 
marketplace as a way to re- 
store business confidence and 
cure the country's economic 
ills. 
The new session is the third 
of the 30th Parliament, elected 
July 8, 1974, and may well be 
the last before a general elec- 
tion expected next year. The 
second session, which opened a 
year ago, will be formally pro- 
rogued in a brief ceremony 
Monday. 
By parliamentary rules, all 
incomplete legislation dies with 
the session and must be reintro- 
duced if the government wants 
it. 
ECONOMY DOMINATES 
Economic issues are expected 
to dominate the new session. 
And le{~islative oddsmakers 
give SUCh economic measures 
as the borrowers bill little 
chance of becoming law before 
the next election. 
Conservative economic critic 
Sinclair Stevens said in an in- 
terview he supports some sec- 
tions of the bill, such as these 
requiring full disclosure of 
credit costs. But he thinks the 
government has tried to do too 
much in one bill. And he is not 
convinced of the need for some 
consumer protections he re- 
gards as cumbersome. 
The borrowers and depositors 
bill was introduced last Novem- 
ber by former consumer affairs 
minister Tony Abbott as prom- 
ising consumers new rights in 
their dealings with lending una 
deposit-taking institutions. I 
would also give police new 
mechanisms to crack down on 
loan sharks. 
But the bill came in for a 
heavy battering from the banks, 
trust and mortgage companie~ 
and it was still languishing in 
committee when the Commons 
adjourned for the summer, 
more than six months and 75 
government-introduced amend 
ments later. 
Even the Consumers Associ- 
ation of Canada (CAC) is not 
happy with the bill. The group 
passed a resolution at its an- 
nual meeting in June calling for 
a delay in its implementatior 
until the problems of consumer 
credit could be studied in depth. 
The CAC called for a royal 
commission to study the "so- 
cial, economic and legal" as- 
pects of credit. 
"I think it has a chance of 
gGetting through," said Her[ 
ray (L--Windsor West), a for- 
xner minister of consumer af. 
fairs. "But it depends on the 
commitment to this. kind of con- 
sumer legislation on the part of 
the government." 
..~.. 
 usmNs spotlight J 
.,)?, 
HAS RESPONSIBILITY 
The bill now is the responsibility of
Warren Allmand, new +minister of 
consumer affairs. 
Gray thinks the revisions to _the 
Bank Act, now one year overdue, 
have less chance of getting passed. 
A .government study on the 
revmmns, released a year ago, 
proposed that foreign, banks be 
allowed to set up shop in Canada nd 
that he rules for creating new banks 
be simplified, all in the interestof 
making the banking industry more 
competitive. 
Although these suggestions have 
not been strongly opposed by banks 
and other lending institutions that 
could be affected by changes such as 
trust companies and credit unions, 
Gray said he expects the committee 
hearings will be drawn out because 
so many groups will want to make 
an appearance. Gray was chairman 
of the finance committee in 1966 
during the last regular 10-year 
review of the Bank Act. 
.Elaborating on his opposition to 
the credit bill, Stevens aid he is not 
convinced the government should be 
setting up a bureaucracy to enforce 
consumer credit legislation that is 
already in place in several 
provinces. 
He also wants to see the sections 
dealing with loan sharks taken out of 
the bill and placed in the Criminal 
Code. 
John Rodriguez (NDP--Nicke 
Belt), party consumer c itic, said he 
expects the Conservatives will dig in 
their heels on legislation affecting 
business as next year's election ap- 
proaches. 
"Trudeau's ace card is+national 
unity and Quebec," he said. "The 
Conservatives' ace card is the 
economy. 
"It's a question of setting a 
climate, saymg the government has 
screwed up the economy," he said. 
"You embellish the idea that the 
government is incompetent." 
Quebec office welcomes manufacturers 
MONTREAL (CP) -- Requests' 
from manufacturing firms for in- 
formation on moving to Montreal or 
expanding operations here have 
incroased-since the Nov. 15 election 
of a Parti Quebecois government i  
Quebec, says an official of the  
municipal economic development 
office. 
Paul Laurin said he was at a loss 
to explain it because "it would have 
beenlogical to assume that requests 
would taper off, but they have grown 
out of proportion. 
"How many are serious is difficult 
to say but we are following up on 50 
or 60 interesting and active cases." 
But he said the office had no in- 
formation on .firms moving out. 
The economic development office 
was created five years ago to attract 
manufacturing interests "because 
they are the highest job-generating 
sector." 
ADVERTISES ABROAD 
The office spends about 30 per cent 
of its $1.1-million budget advertising 
its services to Belgium, France, 
Germany, Italy, Japan, the United 
States and other areas of Canada, 
particularly Toronto. 
One service is a listing of more 
than 80 per cent of the industrial 
buildings on the market, complete 
with color photographs. 
Another service is access to a data 
bank on manufacturing. The office 
has an economic research unit. 
It advertises in financial pub- 
lications and in the financial pages 
of newspapers. 
Results ~ are difficult to measure 
because all requests are confidential 
and it often takes two to three years 
for a request to mature. 
"Feasibility .,~tudies and market 
analyses take time," Laurin said. 
RESULTS GRATIFYING 
"The results are gratifying to the 
degree that we are pretty happy to 
keep on with what we're doing, and 
if we could reveal them, they would 
be very, very exciting to look at." 
From its start to the end ot Sep- 
tember, the office received about 
650,000 requests, he said. "But I 
would say that out of perhaps 700 
requests, we're happy if we get 20 
concrete results. 
"An awful lot of requests come 
from Italy. Montreal is more at- 
tractive to them than other parts of 
Canada because of the continental 
European approach to which they 
find it easy to adapt." 
The office also produces audio- 
visual presentations in five 
languages for meetings with foreign 
government officials who come to 
Canada "on a fairly regular basis." 
One such meeting led to a visit last 
month from three Iranian 
businessmen interested in 
prefabricated homes and the office 
set up meetings with the firms they 
wanted to meet, he said. 
The office works closely with the 
provincial industry and commerce 
department and cooperates with 
both provincial and federal 
governments when it can. 
conditions. 
"I feel this flock was one that stayed longer on the 
Prairies because of crops such as winter Wheat. Instead of 
just staging in the McConnell area, they began to settle 
down." • 
More traditional nesting locations uch as Southampton 
Island, high up in Hudson Bay, and Baffin Island produce 
young eese only during those years when snow leaves the 
ground early. . ' 
Brace said the McConnell sanctuary and surronding 
territory may be too much of a good thing. 
"We have more than just our observations on the psread 
of this flock to conclude that he McConnell geese may be in 
serious trouble." 
"There have been some unusual changes in nesting 
be,haviou with females abandoning nests. 
The young goslings here are in relativelypoor condition 
and it is doubtful that a good percentage will survive until 
they can fly." 
Even more unusual was the disappearance of more than 
500,000 geese too youngto breed from the area. 8 . . . . .  
Brace said the CWShas no inea wnere mey went aimongn 
"we suspect they went on a moult migration to some other 
area." 
The biologist said snow geese are easily the most 
numerous of North American geese and the emergence of
ever increasing numbers was considered good by 
naturalists and hunters. But because of their remote 
nesting locations little is known of the dynamic forces 
governing their population. 
FUTURE UNCERTAIN 
"There are no historic records to indicate there ver have 
been such large concentrations i  ~e Eskimo Point area: 
We have no idea whether to expect me popmation to sprean 
into new areas, crash or just gradually decline. 
"We do know that when they were first discovered here 
the coastal plain was covered in a tufted plant species 
called cottongrass and now it is in short supply. 
"We also have our observations on the condition of the 
gdiecse and their distribution to unlikely areas as an in- 
cation that all is not weU. 
"And we suspect that without some management 
initiative to counterbalance this combination ofhuman and 
natural forces that created this strong population, it may be 
a long time before we enjoy such vast numbers again." 
Action is being taken by local Eskimos, the CWS, which is 
jurisdictionally responsible for migratory birds in Canada, 
and game agencies of the midwestern and southern United 
States. 
They are working on a project o band 35,000 or more 
geese during each of the next 10 years, aproject considered 
massive in the annals of wildlife biology. 
CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES 
Management alternatives for the population include 
artificial feeding on wintering and staging areas farther 
south, so the breeding birds return in better condition, or 
increased cropping -.through unting,:: mpermitting~ fewe~ 
returning birds to utilize the breeding range iuore suc- 
cessfully. 
Brace said the banding is being done because of the need 
to know the distribution of the geese on their migration. 
"Any data we have show us only that there is a general 
mixing of various populations on the migration routes. 
"What we need to identify are the prime southern areas 
where these birds turn up on their southern migrations so 
that any management scheme proposed will affect the 
McConnell birds primarily and avoid any detrimental effect 
on other less viable populations." 
He said banding must be carried out on significant 
numbers of geese over a long period to be statistically valid. 
Maverick Graffty 
gets his at roast 
MONTREAL (CP) -- "When Heward Grafftey was bern 
he spoke French at the age of three weeks--unfortunately 
he was in Westmount andnobody could understand him." 
"The man is living proof that learning a second language 
is detrimental toone's mind." 
So went the one-liners and affectionate gibes during a 
gEala roast here Wednesday in honor of the diminutive 
nglish Quebecer who has delivered Brome-Missisquoi 
riding six times to the federal Progressive Conservatives 
over the last 20 years. 
More than 200 of Grafftey's longtime friends and sup- 
porters turned up at the $50-a-plate dinner, billed as a roast 
for the Gnome from. Brome. 
The roasters included national PC association president 
Michael Meighen, former president Egan Chambers, 
Montreal lawyer Philippe Gelinas and several well-known 
journalists. 
UNDERLINED STYLE 
But the fact that several prominent would-be l~ead-table 
guests from both the PC and Liberal parties cancelled at the 
last minute only served to underline Grafftey's go-it-alune 
litical style. 
ne of three Conservative MPs in Quebec, the fluently- 
bilingual Grafftey has traditionally shied away from 
establishment politics and has managed to win successive 
re-election in an 85-per-cent French-speaking riding on 
shoestring budgets. 
"He's the phenomenon f electoral politics in Canada to- 
day," said national newspaper columnist and head table 
master Doug Fisher. "He's pulled off something that I can't 
really understand as yet. . +_ 
However, when Grafftey, 49, had a chance to speaz, ne 
made it clear he felt he owed his electoral success to his 
constituency organizers, most of whom are French 
Quebecers. 
" ' ' ters" corn I m proud of my team, they re heavy hitl , . . . .  
mented Grafftey as he introduced his orgamzers to me 
gathering of mainly well-to-do Engiish-speaking Mon- 
trealers. 
ALWAYS HELPED 
One of the organizers, Louis Cournoyer, from Cowan- 
sville, said in an interview that Grafftey was repeatedly 
elected because he was "likeable and never refused 
anybody who needed help." 
But he said Grafftey first won acceptance in the riding by 
speaking French. 
"As far as we were concerned he was a stranger," said 
Cournoyer, thinking back to 1957. "He was English, came 
from a rich family, and was a PC--not exactly agift in Que- 
bec." 
Asked to describe Grafftey's French, 'Cournoyer, replied: 
"If Bob Stanfield could have spoken French like Heward, I 
tell you, he would have been elected prime minister." 
} t 
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Two years old this month 
Cabinet ponders future without c, )ntrols 
But despite opposition to 
Trudeau proposed the the program by big labor, 
big business and some 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Two 
ears after Prime Minister 
udeau announced wage 
and price controls, the 
cabinet is pondering the 
future of the program that 
critics now say has become 
a millstone weighing down 
the economy. 
threeyear program in a 
television address Oct. 13, 
1975, ~vhen the 12mouth 
inflation rate was rimning at 
10.6 per cent and unem- 
ployment was at a 
seasonailyadjusted rate of 
7.1 per cent. 
Two years later, the in- 
flatten rate is 8.4 per cent, 
the jobless rate is 8.3 per 
cent and the government is 
heading toward an $8-billion 
deficit. 
As well, the economy i s  
struggling toward a two-per- 
cent real growth rate for the 
year and critics say lack of 
confidence in Canada by 
investors at home and 
abroad has driven the dollar 
down to an eight-year low. 
, Only one snag in Queen's visit 
OTTAWA CP-The only Carrie said that because 
obvious snag in COl. David the Queen did not corn- 
Carrie's arrangements for mission bilingual badges, he 
the Queen's visit,which caimot get them esp`eciaily 
begins today was his made for the 25th an- 
decision, later revoked, to niversary ear of her reign; 
let security staff on including her six-day visit in 
Parliament Hill wear Ottawa. 
special badges marked 
Queen's Jubilee in English 
only. 
French-spenking guards 
complained to Quebec MPs 
who complained to Com- 
mons Speaker James 
Jerome that the badges 
were not in two official 
languages, French and 
English. The badges were 
ordered removed last week. 
"Those badges were 
approved by the Queen for 
police forces to wear 
duringthis particular jubilee 
year and (he boys thought 
they'dlike to wear them so I 
got them some," Currie said 
in a interview Thursday. 
C s '  t ne  
Sergeant-at-Arms, is in 
charge of about 1,00 
p ar l i  ament  
members, including hun- 
dreda of security guards. , 
Commons clerk Alistoir 
Fraser noted in an interview 
that the RCMP decided not 
to wear the  English-ou!,y - 
badges. The government s 
bilingualism policy should 
at least by practised at 
Parliament, where the law 
was made, Fraser said. 
He would not comment on 
the necessity ofbilingualism 
on theb edges but said all 
police forces in Com- 
monwealth countries wear 
allegiance to the Queen and 
"that's whec it's sort of 
nebulous-your're under the 
Queen in the sense. 
Queen Elizabeth's ac- 
tivities bn Parliament Hill 
begin Sunday morning when 
she attends an interfaith 
jubilee thanksgiving service 
outdoors. 
Cardinal Maurice Roy, 
pcrimate of the Roman 
atholic church, will 
present the Queen to 
clergyment from eight other 
denominations. 
She attends a luncheao n 
Parliament Hill on Monday 
and opens Parliament. on 
Tuesday, reading the speech 
from the throne, and a~tends 
a dinner and reception in 
Parliament's Centre Block. 
Currie said the dining ar- 
r/tngements "put' a load on 
our restaurant people." 
However, the fact that the 
queen is opening 
Parliament for the first time 
in 20 years'is regarded as 
"just another day although 
there is extra work in- 
v0lved." 
ALMOST ROUTINE 
"You know, this place 
being what it is, we've had 
many dignitaries here over 
the years-- President 
Nixon, President Kennedy-- 
and we've had enough 
people here long enough so 
that things are almost 
routine," he said. 
Still, apparently small 
details in those routines 
count. For example, the 
Queen will travel by 
carriage Tuesday up the 
oneway road on Parliament 
Hill in the opposite direction 
that vehicles normally 
/ravel. This is to ensure that 
when she gets out of the 
carriage she will be facing a 
Guard of Honor. 
Organizers of the Queen's 
visit released a booklet 
Thursday outlining her 
activities in detail. 
Meanwhile, members of 
the executive of the 
Par l iamentary Press 
Gallery passed a motion 
complaining that Canadian 
reporters in London for June 
25 Jubilee celebrations were 
not given the same access to 
the Queen that foreign 
reporters will have to the 
Queen here. 
The motion said the 
execut ive  dep lores  
limitations that will be 
placed on  Canadian 
reporters here to ac- 
Nuclear payoffs can be traced 
, OTTAWA (CP) ,--, Allan accounts committee that in- 
~ wrence,: the~Progressive ~ vestigated, the payment, nserv~,tive energy critic, said he does not agree with 
said Thursday he feels $2.4 government statements that 
million paid to unknown the money cannot be traced 
agents in the sale of a to the sales agent. 
nuclear reactor to Ar- 
t~ntina can be traced Atomic Energy of Canada 
rough Swiss bank ac- Ltd., the government-owned 
counts, nuclear promoting agency, 
Lawrence, who last year paid the money into a Swiss 
headed the Commons public bank account held by a firm 
Money can't 
buy unity 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Con- Notre-Dame-deGrace, said 
sumer Affairs Minister as he entered a cabinet 
Warren Allmand rejected meeting, that nationalism 
today suggestions that can arise either when 
improved economic con- economic times are good or 
diflons would bring the de- bad. 
raise of separatism in Opposition spokesmen', in- 
Quebec. cludin~ Pro~essive Con- 
servaUve Leader Joe Clark Allmand, who represents 
the largely Enl~lish- and Ed Broadhant, he New 
speaking Montreal riding of Democratic' Party Leader, 
have suggested economic 
/roubles have led to the  
FORT WORTH, Tex. growth of Quebec sep- 
(AP) -- American Jeffrey aratism. 
Swann and six other pianists Allmandll 'saida- it is "not 
were named finalists in the /rue at . that i f  the 
Van Cliburn piano corn- c o unt r 'y '  
petition Wednesday night, problems were resolved 
The other finalists .are national unity difficulties 
Alexander Mndoyants and could be cured. , 
Alexander Toradze of the • "It is right to improve the 
Soviet Union, Christian economy, but that won't 
Blackshaw and inn Hobson make separatism go away," 
of Britain, Stcven Degroote he said. Allmand said the 
of South Africa and Michel- cabinet has recently been 
Jean-Jacques Dalberto of spending "a lot of  extra 
France. hours" on the economy. 
registered in Liechtenstein, 
a ~ ' i  European co~tryl 
widely Imo~ as a fax 
haven, " • 
The money was deposited 
on the instructions of 
Italimpianti, a Genoa 
engineering firm that was a 
partner with AECL in the 
Argentinian sale. Italim- 
pianti arranged for the 
agent but now will not say 
who it was. 
Lawrence said he visited 
Europe during the Com- 
mons recess to do some 
investigating on his own. He 
says as a result he believes 
the money can be traced. 
The informationprobably 
could be obtained if Ottawa 
made a formal request o 
the Swiss hanks, the Swiss 
government or started 
criminal proceedings here 
and then sought help from 
Swiss courts, the MP for 
Northumberland-Durham 
s a i d . .  
Lawrence also says he has 
some suggestions on what 
witnesses to call if the 
Commons committee 
resumes, as he expects, the 
investigation. 
He said that while 
chairman he received legal 
advice that a new reference 
v~ould be needed from the 
Commons to extend the 
investigation into the new 
session of Parliament 
opening Tuesday. 
But he said he was 
assured in a letter from 
Deputy Prime • Minister 
Allan" MacEachen that a 
new reference isnot needed. 
New Business's 
Hot listed in our 
Bell. Tel Directory. 
E.  MARR DISTR IBUTORS LTD.  . 638.1761 
MARR'S  BOOKKEEP ING & 
ACCOUNTING.  638.1761 
K & J AUTOMOTIVES - 638-8484 
V ILLAGE MEATs  - 638.176S 
TERRACE O IL  BURNER SERVICES - 635-4227 
ALL .WEST GLASS - 638-1166 
Free for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY  HERALD 
Listed 
Here./ 
Please Oall 636-6367 I f  you w ish  your  Business 
Phone l isted fo r  your ,customers  
commodate foreign 
reporters. 
COVERAGE DIVIDED 
provincial governments 
controls apparently stil. 
enjoy significant support. 
The Queen's media 
booklet says in situations 
where only a •limited 
number of reporters or 
photographers can watch 
the Queen, "coverage will 
be divided" between 
Canadian and foreign media 
of national network and wire 
BACK CONTROLS 
Opinion polls suggest he 
program has broad public 
hacking with some 
businessmen, especially at 
the small-enterprise l vel. 
High-level government 
advisers are cautioning that 
inflation is still the priority 
g oblem for the economy, ading to a decline of 
Canadian competitiveness 
and thereby to unem- 
~ oyment. They have ad- sed care in removal of the 
progPam. 
The cabinet was to meet 
today to discuss these views 
and attempt to reconcile 
them--as well as working 
out technical matters for the service agencies. 
Earlier, a spokesman for third year of the program 
Gov.-Gen. Jules Leger said . beginning Friday. 
the Governor-General has, F inance  Minister Jean 
for the first time, sent a Chretien has promised he 
message to,the Queen before will make a statement on' 
she departs for Canada, the future of the program 
wishing her a "safe and this month, likely in the 
pleasant flight." throne speech debate 
The Queen's agenda also following the opening of a 
includes several official new session of Parliament e 
luncheons, a gala concert at next week. 
the National Arts Centre, a The government has a 
national football game, a range of options for ending 
state dinner at Government the program, The scheduled 
House, museum visits, a termination date is Dec. 31, 
tour of city hall, an RCMP 1978. But among earlier 
training display and  a date,s that  have been 
performance by school discussed are Jan. 2, March 
children. 31 a~nd Oct. 14 next year. 
Sunday night she is to The controls' initial 
make a nationally-televised ~ccess in their first year, 
speech to the country that is ~hen the inflation rate 
expected, like the thro~ zopped to 6.2 per cent, 
speech, to contain an appeal ,ubstantially below the 
for national unity. ~overnment target of eight 
per cent, has reversed in the 
second year of the program. 
Food prices were the key 
in both cases, dropping or 
remaining stable in the first 
year but leading an in- 
creasing inflationary trend 
in the next 12 months. The 
8.4-~r-cent 12-month rate 
regmtered last month is well 
above the six-percent target 
the government had hoped 
for. 
The failure of the program 
to hold down prices has 
created one difficulty the 
cabinet will be trying to 
resolve in its meeting today. 
Anti-inflation regulations 
allow pay raises in the third 
year of the prngram to equal 
four per centbas ic  
protection factor plus two 
per cent for productivity 
and an additional amount by 
which the 12-month inflation 
rate in the second pr.ogram 
year exceeds the s~x-per- 
cent target. 
But that could allow 
workers raises in the third 
year larger than those 
permitted in the second 
year, Dontrary to the gov- 
eminent goal of scaling 
down inflation over the 
three years. 
TACKLES PROBLEM 
The cabinet is wrestling 
with the problem of whether 
to reduce the allowable pay- 
increase-limits, and must 
also decide whether to 
• relax, toughen or leave 
untouched profit and divi- 
dend limits. 
Sinclair Stevens, 
Progressive Conservative 
finance critic, said Wed- 
nesday controls have out- 
lived their usefulness and 
the third' year inflation 
target of four per cent now 
seems beyond reach. 
"For small benefits 
controls now give, the costs 
are enormous, said 
Stevens. "Business is not 
investing. Labor- 
management relations are 
in chaos. Unemployment is 
rising, productivity falling. 
"Wage guidelines appear 
to be acting as a floor for 
Wage increases. ' By 
Trap 
Small Bore 
Big Bore 
PRUm DEN & CURRIE ,., LTD. 
THE KITCHEN YOU 
ALWAYS WANTED 
Here It Is a kitchen with 
cabinets galore In this top 
quality full bsmt 3 brmn 
home, 2 bathrooms, large 
carpeted living and dining 
rooms, finished rec room, 
large private deck, 2 car 
carport with storage. Lovely 
let on quiet dead-end street so 
convenient to downtown, 
Give Bob Sheridan a call it's 
priced reasonable. 
SPLIT LEVEL IN ToWN ' 
Spacious home with 3 levels 
finished • Including three 
bedrooms, 2 bathroems, 
fireplace, eating area In. 1he 
kitchen plus dining room, and 
a large family, room and entry 
on the ground level. The 
property Is nicely landscaped 
and there Is a carport. Phone 
Bert Ljungh to view. 
PRICE REDUCED 
On this view home, of split 
level design and located on a 
80' lot. Some of the many 
excellent features in this home 
are three bedrooms, ensuite 
plumbing, fireplace, finished 
rec. room and utility room. 
The attached garage is In- 
sulated. Grounds are fully 
landscaped. Immediate 
possession. Drive by 4403 
Blrch Ave. and then call John 
Currle for full details. 
EXCELLENT FAMIL~f H()Nt-E 
New wall to wall' carpeting 
recently Installed. nced, land. 
scoped, concrete patio, con. 
venlent at schools and arena. 
centrally Iocated.S bedrooms, 
two finished fireplaces, rumpa.s 
room. For appelntment phone 
Rusty or Bert. 
A REAL NICE 2 BEDROOM 
BASEMENT HOME 
.Very neat and tidy on a lovely 
lot, fenced In lawns end 
garden with ornamental trees. 
Priced at $35,000. Phone Bob 
Sheridan. 
TIDY STARTER HOME 
Compact house for the young 
family with two bedrooms, 
wall to wall carpeting, mud 
room with storage and the 
house has been newly 
decorated. Full price 
S2S,000.00. For viewing phone 
Bert Liungh. 
d. 
An~11~3r prlce reduction-on 
35 .0~homas has now brought vlew.S29,500.00. 
the~sklng prlce down to. 
$37,900 for a 2 bedroom up and 
2 dcgNn, Cherry and Apple ' 
tre¢~ Aandscaped and close to 
schools. For further In. 
formation on thls ML~ No. 
2758 . Phone Bert or Rusty 
Llungh. 
12 BDMN STARTER [. 
Concrete foundation, natural 
gas heating, attached garage, 
spacious kitchen, In good 
condition. Drive by 4613 Loan 
and give Bob Sheridan a call to 
SPACIOUS MODERN HOME 
Only 3 years old, 1288 sq.ft. 
with full basement, modern 
kitchen, nlce dining room, 2 
fireplaces ensuite plumbing 
off master bedroom, rec. 
room, all bedrooms, living 
room, and dining room nicely 
carpeted. Located In an at. 
tractive area of Westvlew Dr. 
Call Bob Sheridan. 
PEACEFUL EASY 
FEELING 
This open beam ceiling home 
is mostly flnlohed In cedar, 
has a large living room with 
fireplace, 3" good 'sized 
bedrooms, large rear sundeck 
and a full basement with a 
sauna, fireplace and partially 
finished recreation room. The 
large lot has a rear view of the' 
Skoene Valley. Phone Rusty_ 
Llungh for viewing. 
THORNHILL - HANDYMAN 
SPECIAL ' 
Price reduced from $2S,SO0 to 
S22,500. Owner really wants to 
sell as quickly:ca possible- 3 
bedroom, full basement. To 
view call Bert Liungh. 
, m s m m  
NEAT- CLOSE TO TOWN 
AND SCHOOLS 
Attractive three bedroom 
home with wall to wall car- 
potlng, acorn fireplace, ap. 
proximately 110 sq. ft. with 1 
bedroom, rumpus room with a 
wet bar, laundry room and 
stora.geon the basement level. 
There Is an aflached carport 
and the property Is land. 
scaped and fenced. Contact 
Bert Ljungh to view. 
COMFORTABLE HOME 
LOW TAXES 
Located lust off Queensway 
this thr~e bedroom home has 
wall 'to wall carpeting, 
franklh~flreplace, patio doors 
to front sundeck, laundry area 
and a large eating area In the 
kitchen. To view Phone Rusty 
Llungh. Full price $32,000. 
DOR FAMILY LlVlhO 
This fully furnished, home Is 
centrally located on a paved 
street. Three bedrooms, two 
baths, living room,, dining room 
rpal flandqkltchenwlth nook on the 
Ioor. The basement Is full 
=eveloped with rec room and 
"l rep ace, bath, two bedrooms, 
laundry room and storage area. 
Priced ot seal In the fifty's. 
Drive by 4721 Tuck Avenue and 
then give John Currle a call foe 
complete details. 
GREAT FAMILY LOCATION 
4809 Mcconnel has 3 bdmn full 
bamt 1136 sq ft and only 3 yrs 
old. All bdmns are carpeted 
also Ilvlngc room and dining 
room-ensulto plumbing of 1 
mstr bedroom.attachec 
carport-nat gas heating. 
Owner will take e rock bottom 
price of $45,000.00. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call. 
restricting business in. 
vestment, profit controh 
are laying the groundwork 
for future inflation caused 
by inadequate capacity in 
our production facilities," 
he said. 
Recent speeches by 
Trudeau suggest the 
government may be b'ying 
to lay the groundwork for a 
removal of controls. 
ROB AIlI) BUN llLUB 
TURKEY 
SHOOT 
RIFLE RINBE RR, " 
SUliDAlf OOT. 16, 1911 
TIME - 10 a.m. 
Price reduced to 30,000 for this 
neat two bedroom home. Close 
to schoots. This home has wall 
to wall carpeting. There Is a 
separate garage With a 
workshop. Nicely landscaped 
with a garden area. Vendor 
will carry secondary finan- 
cing to the right party. To 
view this multlpte listing No. 
2662. Phone Rusty Liungh. 
QUIET SECLUDED 
LOCATION ON THE BENCH - 
Presently rented To view this 
3 bedroom full basement home 
with graden area, landscaped, 
covered walkway . carport, 
phone Rusty or Bert for an 
appointment. 
PRICED TO"SELL-ANXIOUS 
OWNER . 
3 bedrooms.full basement. 
attractive fireplace, built.In 
range and oven, built.In china 
cabinet, enclosed patio at  
rear, 2 bedrooms, bathroom, 
rumpus room! In basement. 
Asking $64,OO0.glve Bob 
Sheridan a call. 
imMl :.   i! 
Quiet area off Queenswa') 
affers a 3 bedroom house with 
breeze way carport and at. 
tached workshop and storage 
area - Franklln fireplace 
lnslde and brlck barbecue 
outslde ~ nlcoly landscaped 
and treed- for an appointment 
to v lew.  call Rusty Llungh 
635.5754. 
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CP survey shows 
Pressure builds on. 
PM to aid jobl, ess 
O•TSTEPHEN SCOTT par l iamentary  rece  AWA (CP) -  Prime discussing concerns with 
Minister Trudeau faces their constituents. Thus they 
should have a good idea of 
what now is on the Canadian s t roa l•  pressure from MPs political stripes and 
from both official anguage 
groups to pay as much or 
more attention to unem- 
ploymant and other eco- 
nomic matters as he is to 
national unity. 
This is indicated from a 
series of Canadian Press 
interviews with MPs that 
suggest the majority of 
French and English voters 
are concerned about 
unemployment a d inflation 
and sucli economic matters 
as a potential crop disaster 
in the Prairies. 
National unity is of in- 
rarest to most Canadians. 
But even in French- 
Quebec it is not the 
blare, the inter- 
views indicate. 
The survey shows that 
voters in such diverse 
places as southern Alberta 
and the Annapolis Valley of 
Nova Scotia put national 
unity on top of their list of 
worrlus. 
But the problem of getting 
work and making financial 
ends meet is uppermost in 
the minds of most people 
who talk with their MPs or 
write letters. 
The interviews of 31 MPs 
were conducted b]/ CP 
reporters in advance of next 
week's opening of 
Parliament. They came at a 
time when the unemploy- 
ment rate has risen to 8.3 
per cent and the inflation 
rate to 8.4 L~r cant. The 
dollar has fallen to record 
lows on the international 
money markets. 
At the same time Trudeau 
mind. No ministers were 
interviewed. 
LIST CONCERNS 
The basic question asked 
the MPs, from all parties 
and from rural and urban 
constituencies, was what is 
bothering your constituents 
most? They were asked to 
list concerns in order of 
importance from one to five 
andsome could only think of 
two or three. 
The major surprise was 
the  F rench-Canad ia  
Liberals interviewed: They 
were unanimous in saying 
that national unity is at best 
of secondary importance, 
behind jobs and economics. 
"People are preoccupied 
more with their personal 
interest and very little with 
the question of national 
unity," said Gilles Marceau, 
Liberal MP for Lapointe, 
Qua., who says joblessness 
may be as high as 25 per 
cent in his area. 
But Hal Herbert, Liberal 
from largely English- 
speaking Montreal Van- 
dreuil, said: "There is only 
one question, only one thing 
that's worrying people, and 
that's separatism. There's 
no other subject." 
Far away in Calgary, 
Conservat ive  E ld  
Wooiliams finds uni ~ty on 
everybody's lips, thanks to 
the media. 
Hugh Anderson, Liberal 
from Comox-Alberni, B.C., 
said unity is becoming of 
major importance in his 
riding because he is making 
it so. 
I 
concerned about prices, 
incomes and joblessness 
that ranges up to 35 per cent 
in some parts of  New- 
foundland, find unity of 
secondary concern. 
"We're becoming a little 
bored with the French fact 
and the national unity 
issue," said Bert Hargrave, 
Conservative from Medicine 
Hat, Alto. 
NOT IMPORTANT 
"National unlty--I hate to 
say it--is not of any im- 
portance in York South," 
said Ursula Appolloni of her 
Toronto-area constituency. 
Said George Baker, 
Liberal from the 
Newfoundland constituency 
of Gander-Twillingate: 
"National unity is not an 
issue. People are too busy 
trying to feed the children." 
Jack Marshall, Con- 
servative Newfoundlander 
from Humber-St. Georges- 
St. Barbe, added that 
unemployment is causing 
disunity. 
wnen aszeu tor the five 
most important issues 'in his 
riding, Baker said "jobs, 
jobs, jobs, jobs, jobs. 
Stuart Leggatt, New 
Westminster, B.C. New 
Democrat, said a con- 
stituency survey showed 
national unity behind 
unemployment and in- 
flation. 
In Winnipeg James 
Richardson, who resigned 
his defence portfolio on the 
question of government 
French language policy, 
mentioned farm income as a 
matter of prime concern to 
his constituents. 
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pete versions of O Canada 
and God Save The Queen. 
God Save The Queeri is re- 
gharded through tradition as 
e anthem of Britain just as 
O Canada is considered the 
,anthem by tradition here. 
But God Save The Queen has 
not been enshrined inlaw as 
the anthem in Britain either, 
the official said. It is con- 
sidered the royal anthem. 
While the Queen has a 
. right to full versions of both 
,!'ai~thems, Gov.:Gen. Jules 
Leger~ her repi'esentative n 
Canada, has the right only to 
the first and last four bars of 
0 Canada nd the first six 
bars of God Save The Queen. 
This shortened version is 
called the governor- 
general's salute. 
legislation i  Parliament to 
make 0 Canada the national 
'hnthem, MPs never, got 
around to passing it. 
It alp .pe~. s to be a question 
of pnorities in legislation 
rather than any opposition 
to O Canada s the anthem 
that killed Bill C-158 in 1972, 
Bill (:-11 in 1974 and Bill C-10 
this year. 
Bill C-10, a two-page law 
ou~ the musical notes 
and lyrics for 0 Card,i, is 
still, on:,, ~ g0~.~ii~ent. 
agenda, 'left:'over..h~bnt:tl~e 
last session of Parliament. 
But it will be allowed to die 
with 18 other leftover bills 
on. Monday when the last 
session is formally ended. 
The version of O Canada 
in that bill likely will be 
than Quebec. 
They complained that 
Ottawa is forgetting 
Atlantic Canada. Some said 
this is particularly so now 
that attention is concen- 
lrated on possible Quebec 
separation. 
On the jobs questions 
l~xresseed  s na  
reverse concern--jobless 
from depressed parts of 
Canada re moving in in an 
fittempt o cash in On AI-,' 
berta's prosperity. 
In B.C. Frank Oberle of 
northern Prince George said 
there is concern that the 
new Alaska pipeline will 
cause more economic 
trouble than economic 
benefit. 
v v v  v v v  v ~vvv~mn~Jv  v v v  v v v v v  v v v v  
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MOST OF THE MOVEABLE EQUIPMENT AND 
FURNISHIHGS LBq' IN THE OLD HOSPITAL, 
200 Items are involved 
inolu,ding a 30-kdowatt_ ~ diesel-electric__ generator 
BIDDING STARTS AT 12:00 noon AILCTIONEER 
OLD HOSPITAL BLDG.-HAZELTON D KERR'S AUOTION 
• FEATURING THIS  WEEK 
. . . . . . . . .  "50" Steel Decorated 
- 
• ~:;~: ~ . . .  , . , .S~ J~" 
D RSON GORDON & AN E 
---,, LTD. 
Store Hours: Tues. to Sat. 9 a,m. to 5:30 p.m. Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
PQ member should 
be investigated- police 
MONTREAL (CP) -- A 
Montreal police anti- 
terrorist  off icer recom- 
mended five years ago an 
investigation of Gerald. 
Godin, now a Patti 
Quehecois member of the 
national assembly, says an 
internal police report. 
The report, presented 
Thursday as evidence at a 
provincial inquiry, suggests 
that the investigation focus 
on an unspecified link 
between Godin and a Front 
de Liberation du Quebec 
Cell. The cell's members 
were exiled in Cuba after 
kidnapping British trade 
eomnussioner James Cress 
lethe 1970 October Crisis, 
At the time, Godin was an 
editor at Quebec Presse, a 
union-supported, French- 
language .wee.kly.. 
newspaper. .e  naa neon 
arrested uring the October 
Crisis and questioned 
several times about con- 
tacts with the. FLQ. 
The report was presented 
us .evidence by hiwyers of 
the Quebec commission of 
inquiry into an illegal poUee 
bre.ak-in at the office of a 
left-wing news agency, the 
Agence de Presse Libre du 
Quebec, in 0etoher, 1972. 
Asked later about the 
report, Godin said: "It's the 
job of the police to check 
thngs like that. It's nor- 
mai." 
The report recommended 
the investigation of Godin 
because of an article 
publisbed in Quebec Presse 
from Prensa Latina, a 
Cuban-based news asency, 
which is described m the 
report as "the official organ 
of the Cuban Communist 
Pa~/in said in an interview 
that Quebec Presse 
regu lar ly  rece ive ,  
dispatches from Prensa 
Laflna, as do other news- 
~epe rs, but only published m occasienally because 
~f a lack of interest among 
~uebecers. 
, FIL;ED AFFIDAVIT 
Earlier, lawyers for 
[ederal Soliciter-General 
~rancis Fox fried an af- 
[idavit with the commission 
~f inquiry toprevent i from 
makiizg public confidential 
RCMP documents relating 
Groups fight 
referendum 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  Five 
pro-Confederation, groups 
announced Thursaay mey 
plan to  fight the Quebec 
government's 'independence 
referendum together. But 
the new alliance will share 
neither organization nor 
r, nand.g. 
"Each group wants to 
preserve its own identity," 
Qusheccanada president 
Claude NoUn said at the 
start of a news eonferenee. 
"This is necessary because 
each has certain approaches 
and activities reserved for 
government's) white paper 
on the inaepenuence 
referendum." 
WORK TOGETHER 
The group would work to- 
~ether to fight the "more 
~nmediate" referendum, 
Paterson said, but "the 
Canadian unity dilemma 
and the question of a 'third 
option' is|arger in scope and 
be dealt with later." 
But it was learned that at 
least two of the groups plan 
to submit separate briefs to 
the Quebec government 
eriticizing the referendum 
them."  white paper. 
DeCO~c.While.Que_bec'~..na.d~.,.. the Representatives of the 
u mruanamanumcy,  five groups have been 
lS lOn-uanaua, one • . . . . . . . .  ,~_ , , , _ .  meeting for several weeks 
~'omuve~.~ :.  ~ _ ~ m ,  ,~u(m,; • .~T..: . . . . .  and agreed tO continue on 
~ ~ y  ~oin forc~ trove a much stronger ar- 
flgnt me muepenoence ,,,,,,,ent ff you present it in 
re~...erendum, the.~ alliance r~"er  five different ways," 
Will take me;  to.rm oz..a Paterson said, addinl~ that 
liaison-not a tusmn, ~otm the two briefs are sanilar 
explained. "in the sense that they don't 
'l'he group's position_was conflict." 
never maae quite clear, 
except te  announce the 
even[ual establishment of a 
eo-ordi~ating body to avoid 
the duplication of effort. 
Later, Positive Action 
president Alex Paterson 
said: "There are two dif- 
ferent exercises going on. 
One is the general issue of 
Canadian unity and the 
other is the (Quebec 
Tariff 
cuts 
hurt 
TORONTO (CP) --  Walter 
Gordon, former federal 
finance minister, said 
Wednesday sharp, tariff eu.ts 
would be dev~taflng to 
Canada's econdary manu- 
facturing industry, which 
employs about two million 
people. 
Gordon told a conference 
on Canada at York 
University he had heard 
that Canadian officials 
conducting tariff negotia- 
tions in Geneva are con- 
sidering reductions in 
Canadian tariffs. 
Moderate levels of tariff 
Protection are necessary to 
ailow secondary 
manufaeturing indusiries to 
provide continuous em- 
pleyment for workers, Gor- 
don said. 
"Without some protection: 
these industries would no~ 
be able to survive when, as 
happen s pe  r . . 
forefgngoods are unloaaeo 
on the Canadian economy," 
be said. 
Gordon said lack of 
consensus within govern- 
ment and elsewhere in 
Canada has been one reason 
for Canada's declining 
prusperity in the 1970s. 
He said another factor is 
"lack of restraint on the 
pinrt of gnrOt~ and 3'g 
governments," 
" I  am thinking of mem- 
bers of Parliament, some 
~ ublic servants, some usiness executives and the 
more powerful trade 
Unions." ' 
to the break-in. 
The affidavit is ,more 
sweeping than two previous 
ones filed with the com- 
mission last September and 
says disclosure of in- 
formation in the top-secret 
documents could seriously 
threaten national security. 
It applies to police reports 
on papers and files which 
were stolen from the news 
agency, and later destroyed 
as well as' reports on the 
,results of eletronlc bugging 
of the office both before and 
after the raid. 
Godin said he was never in 
direct contact with FLQ 
members in Cuba. Quebec- 
Presse dealt only with 
Prensa Latina agents in 
Montreal and never had 
direct relations with the 
agency's office in Cuba. 
But he added that he did 
have contacts with others 
such as Pierre Vallieres, 
Paul Rose and the wife of 
Jacques CossetteTrudel Who 
was exiled in Cuba with her 
husband. 
"I was the oniyperson 
who knew both Paul Rose 
and Pierre Laporte," he  
said, stressing that his 
io~rnalist's profession gave 
him a wide variety of 
contacts. 
Rose was part of the FLQ 
cell that kidnapped Lapor~ 
in the October Crisis and 
was later convicted of 
murdering the former 
Quebec labor ministes. 
"I have nothing to hide," 
said Gedin. 
The Montreal police 
report is dated Oct. 23, 1972, 
more than two weeks after 
the break-in was carried out 
on the night of Oct. 6-7. It- 
bears the signature of Det.- 
Lieut. Julien Giguere who 
was then head of the 
analysis section of the city 
force's anti-subvers iv 
squad. 
Giguere, appearing as a 
witness, testified that he did 
not draft the report and 
could not remember which 
of his subordinate officers 
did. He said he signed it and 
then sent it to police ar- 
chives without referring it to 
his superiors. 
• Giguere said the report 
was based on a letter, stolen 
by police in °the break-in, 
from the Co~ette-Trudeis to 
Louise Vandelac, a jour- 
nalist at the Agence de ~ 
Presse Libre. 
McCOLL 
REAL  ESTATE SERVICES 
A.J. McCOLL  ,(Notary Public) 
635 .6131 3239.A KALUM STREET 
SOLO - LET'S SELL YOURS 
Unusual home o~ bench In I Lakelse Lake. Large cam- 
excellent neighborhood. I fortablechablnwithgood read 
Suitable for couple with room access. F~Jlly furnished with 
for development. "Reduced to many extra features. 
$40,000.00. for quick sale.  Reasonably priced. 
Exce l lent  Investmen 
Rosswoeed homestead 12(] potential this 5 acrea parcel 
beautiful acres with several Includes a ver:y sound home 
sleared and seeded pastures, with good gardens and large 
Two log cabins end perable •garage. Don't pass up this 
land improvements ready for chance to Invest while pur- 
pioneer family and animals, chasing a home,- 
LIST WITH McCOLL REAL ESTATE SERVICES Ltd. 
THE PEOPLE WH ERE "SERVICE" IS A MO1 
• OOMFORTABLE LOW PRIOED RURAL HOMES 
Rentlng In Terrace worklng In 
Thls three bedroom fatally Kltlmat? Why not purchase 
• home on concrete flngwall, thls comfortable 3 Bd. home at 
Llvlng, roan wlth fireplace Lakelse Lake and have the 
small seNrtate rental unlt on best of both worlds yours for 
Property, Asking S25,5000.00. only $2S,000,00. 
~xcellent 2 bedroom 12 x 60 very private lot In Trailer 
mobile with large ioey shack Park, Asking $8,500.00, 
and patio, Nicely set uo on 
Bonnie Shaw Night Phones 635,6970* 
Bud McColl  635.2662 
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i NEW" YORK (AP) - -  
~Should Los Angeles Dodgers 
igo on to.win the. 1977 World 
Series, they ought o vote a 
share of the winners' 
purse to a 5Z-year-old or- 
ithopedic surgeon and en- 
shrine his scalpel in the 
Rebuilds pitching arms 
"Tommy deserves all the 
credit, not I," says the 
modest Los Angeles 
physician. "It was his faith, 
courage and determination 
team's trophy ease. 
After all, it was Dr. Frank 
Jobe who rebuilt the arm 
that fueled much of the 
~eitChing power that shat- 
red the threatened 
baseball •dynasty of the 
twice-champion Cineinnati 
Reds. 
Dodgers will owe Series win to surgeon 
He was the architect stands that fateful day July Sept. 25, 1974. sit, wait and ho~e." • Although the elbow had to 
behind Tommy John's 17, 1974, in Monlreal when "There had been no be reopened to remove seme 
"bionic wing." John, pitching against the 
Expos, unleashed a fnsthall. 
He grabbed his left elbow 
suddenly and strode from 
the mound, obviously in 
thatpulled the whole thing 
off. Personally, I feared he 
might never pitch agaip." 
Others, including John, 
have called it a. medical 
miracle. 
Jobe, the Dodgers official 
team dpctor, was in the 
v 
Losing Yanks pitcher 
Aging star a has-been? 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  Is World Series at one game third, doing that." 
"Once in a while I think Hunter's 1977 numbers 
Catfish Hunter through? each. Itwas a question that had Manager Billy Martin that this season might be the were a 9-9 won-lost record, 
to be raised after the once- mercif.u~.,y lifted him after end, but my wife talks me 4.71 earned run average and a whopping 29 home runs-- 
brilliant pitcher was Ron Cey s two-run homer in out of it," Hunter reflected not ~cludin~ Wednesday 
pounded for three booming the first inning; Steve afterward. 
homers and five runs in just Ysager's solo shot in the "During the off-season night s trio--m just 143 1-3 
I'm not gonna worry about innings. 
2 1-3 innings Wednesday second and Reggie Smith's next ysar--I'm .~ust gonna His ' season was m- 
night as Los Angeles two-run blast into the centre 
Dodgers trounced New York field bleachers gave the worry about hunting deer. I terruptadby a spell on the 
Yankees 5-1 and evened the Dodgers a 5-0 lead in the hope I don't have a had year disabled list when he caught a line drive on his foot 
during an impressive open- abbl d 't ~ ,  performance, t ie  Team squ es on wassldelinodthemstmonm 
by what was thought o be a 
hernia but later was Yank day ff dlngno~.~l to be a urinary stop on s s 0 "When I think about being 
through, I only think abeut 
:LOS A~qGEL~S (AP) -- Jackson's caustic corn- should be talking against farming," said Hunter, a 
ments about the use of their team-mates or the farm boy from Hertford, 
N.C. Thursday was an off day for New York Yankees, but pitcher Catfish Hunter in manager." , 
there was no letup in the Wednesday night's game, Foll0wingtheYaukees ~ '-My dadus~i, to t .ell me to 
family squabbling that has said: "Reggm's having I loss that evened the ~es¢- ge~ an eaucauon neea.use 
accompanied them through enough trouble in right field ofseven series 1-1, Jackson there's no money in tar- 
the regular season, the to keep him from second- said that Martin's use of ruing. I didn't get an 
Hunter was not fair to the education. I made my 
American League playoffs guessing the manager, pitcher and not fair to the money in baseball. And 
and into the World Series. We rein this World Series as team. when I'm through, I'll go 
New York manager Billy Martin, reacting to Reggie a team; none of our playem During a break in New hack to the farm just like 
. . York's workout at Do~ger him." 
Stadium Thursday, the left- Even if . Hunter can Series. fans hnndedhittingJacksona,o becomean, effective.pitcher 
accused the manager ot again next season, n.e say.s 
having a short memory, he will pack it in when nis 
saying Martin had given five.year, $3.~mfllion f.ree- animals , o  the impression ne wo.mu agent comraet runs out m 
a r e  lay the whole series_ramer 1979. 
• P~an be platooned wit~ "Two more years," he 
• right-handed hitting vaul said. "My little bey will be 
A smoke bomb, which Blair. 10 and my little .~irl will he 
trailed streams of green Martin would not say six und it will he time for me 
fumes, was tossed into right- whom he planned to start in to be with them.the year- 
centre field near the 385-foot fight field in the third game round instead of Staying 
mark, obscuring outfielders of the Series Friday ifigh.t away from them." 
fr0~:thecrowdof 56,691. against the Dodgers .and Hunter, winner of 210 
',OUffielder::Reggie Smith left-hander-Tommy J0nn..regumrseason games, was 
Of the Dodgers-was struck Yankees catcher Thur:"~sacrifieed to give m 
on the headby ahard rubber man Muneon has . hao Yankees ailing pitching 
ballas the game ended, and contract squabbles with staff some much-needed 
he went to the locker room team owner George res, t. .. . 
complaining of "spasms Steinbrenner but has I thought I was turowmg 
down my neck and back." g_enerallv.sta.ved out of the goocl., while I was warming 
"They were throwing argu_m_ ent. tmwever, ne up,,,hesaid,"b,utwhenlgo~ 
apples, beer cans, ruv~er st~ed up for the manager out an the mound it was just 
balls and anything they Thursday. . . like sp~ng training. Billy 
could get their bands on," "We have a chance to really didn't have anyone 
Smith said. "It was win the World Series," else and I had to go out and 
ridiculous." said Munson. "And pitch sometime." 
Yankee Stadium security there's another guy out Hunter was asked ff he 
officers announced that nine there second-quessing the minded being used as a 
sacrificial amb. 
NEW YORK (AP)  -- 
"These people are 
animals,"' Mike Garman, 
relief pitcher of Los Angeles 
Dodgers, said of the unrmy 
Y, ankee Stadium crowd 
.a~r the Dodgers levelled 
the World Series at 1-1 with 
a 6-1 victory Wednesday 
night over New York 
Yankees. ' 
"I hope we can win the 
next hree so I won't have to 
come back to this place," he 
added. "We are sitting 
ducks out there. I'll tellyou 
the truth--I was scared to 
death." 
The game came close to 
turning into a fan upris~g in 
the latter innings wire a 
half-dozen spectators at people had been arrested for manager. 
various times running onto criminal trespass, an of- "I wouldn't he second- "The main thing, as the 
the field and being chased fence which carries a quessing the manager. I saying oes," he replied, "is 
by security officers, maximum fine of $I00. think it's just a little that the sun doesnVt doesn't 
heated argument. You shine on the same dog all the R oki h knowReggishasnotbeen tlme.Anditdidn'tthisyear. 
O e e 8 doing all that well. Se's When you have a had year it 
been doing okay, but not just seems to keep going 
all that well...and he on." 
Flames in tie wantato." 
.~ ~:.." ]~/ : I . . ,  / ,  : ~--1 ,, ' , . . .  
/ • \ . 
• w ~- - -  
~• . . .  " I¸¸  . " : i  . 
' ' I -V I - IM I I~~ . 635-6361' . . . . : .~~Harry  Smi th" ,  ;~ . . . .  -635 '2826 
• ...__~ j. : i: :.~ Star t :Parker . ,  . ! - 635,4031. 
i . . .  ; - ; : j :! !Helen !Gilbertson i ,:'J 635-3609 
4611.  LAKELSE AVE.  !john Walbergs  635,3677 
BOSTON (AP)  - -  Willi into the net. 
Plett, the National Hockey Boston, which lost to Man- 
League's 1976-77 Rookie of treal Canadiens in the 
theYear, scored two goals, Stanley Cup final last 
one a gift on a third-period season, jumped to a I-0 lead 
power play, to help Atlanta at 1:16 of the first period on 
~'~mes to a 2-2 tie with a fluke goal by Bobby Sch, 
Boston Bruins in the season mautz, who beat goaltender 
' opener for beth clubs. Dan Bouchard with a 15- 
. Plett wascreditedwith his footer after his attempted 
second goal of the game at pass had bounced off an 
14:46 of the final period Atlanta defeaceman. 
when Boston defenceman Plett tied the score at 6:06 
DougHalwardpokodaloose when Tom Lysiak won a 
puck into his own net. faceoff in the Boston end. 
With Mike Mflbury ser- Lysiaksent the puck hack to 
r ing.  a controversial Plett whose quick slap shot 
roughing penalty at 13:31, from 40 feet out beat Boston 
the Flames truck to pull out netminder Gerry Cheerers. 
the~ tie. ~ Plett's shot was He played the first period 
blocked ~" by Boston before giving way to Gil- 
goaltender Gilles Gilbert.' bert. 
,~ Gilbert, however, was not The Burins went ahead at 
able to hang onto the puck 12:15 of the second period as 
which stopped at the Dwight Foster, a No.1 ~aft  
. . . .  choice last summer, casnea go!/dl~mmut kw ar  
rushing • back from the his own rebound from close 
comer, tried to clear the up for his first professional 
puck, but instead nudged it goal, in his NHL debut. 
[  -- Believe/  orbb:t I
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great pain. 
"He had torn the long 
ligament that keeps his 
elbow from coming apart," 
the surgeon explained. It 
left his arm like a lifeless 
slab of rubber." 
John's baseball career ap- 
~ared to be over. Even 
be suggested he should 
consider a newprofession. 
But John vowed he would 
pitch again and at his insist- 
ence, the first of two 
operations was performed 
precedent for such an 
operation, although we 
followed a standard ortho- 
~dic policy.that was used in 
the days of polio," the 
doctor said. 
"A tendon was taken from 
his right wrist--a tendon, in- 
cidentally, for which there 
isn't much use. The left arm 
was opened up and a.new 
ligament made from the 
tendon was inserted. 
Even then, there was a 
question whether the body 
would accept the new 
ligament, whether it would 
infiltrate and come alive 
again or just be dead to- 
gether. Allwe could do was 
nerve pressure, the pit- 
cher's determination never 
wavered. He tied rubber 
bands to his thumb to help 
him hold the hail. He spent 
the winter of 1974 and all of 
1975 running, exercising, 
undergoing therapy. 
He returned to spring 
training in 1976 with the 
a 
ready." 
"I was very concerned at 
first," Dr. Jobe said. 
"Every time he pitched I 
wondered if his elbow might 
snap on him again. But he 
worked, he pitched and 
grew stronger with every 
appea, rance,' ' 
John. a 34-year-old 
veteran from Terre Haute. 
Ind., spent two years with 
Cleveland Indians and seven 
with Chicago White .Sox 
before going to the Dodgers 
i .  1972. He appoared in 31 
• games in-1976 and turned .~ 
a heartening 10.10 record. 
This season he.compiled a 
20-7 mark and a 2.78 earnea= 
run average to lead t~ 
Dodger staff. He won me 
clinching game of the 
National League playoff.in 
Philadephia's drenching 
rain. 
Now he faces New York 
Yankees in the third game 
of the World Series on 
Friday. 
I I  111/I Yn kRn n~l - , . .  • • ,q 
ON PARKAVENUE NEAR 
SWIMMING POOL & 
ARENA- 5 Balm home Interior 
attractively redecorated,new 
carports, large family kit- 
chen, 1300 sq.fl, of living space 
with full basement, all the for 
ONLY I1/~%,%??.??. 
LOVELY CHALET.TYPE 2 
Bedroom-2 storey residence 
on Crescentvlew Blvd. 
Compact kitchen laundry 
area, spacious living room 
with Franklin fireplace. 
Large lot with 220 Ft. frOn- 
tage. PR ICED AT ONLY 
$30,000.00. 
ON Y2 ACRE IN TOWN, 3 
Bedroon home, less the 3 
years old, wall to wall and 
cushion floor. A modern 
compact home with carport 
and lots of space. OWNER 
ANXIOUS TO SELL, PRICEO 
AT ONLY S37,000.00. 
BE READY FOR CHRIST- 
MAS entertslnlng by pur- 
chasing this spacious four 
bedroom honie situated on a 
quiet sree of the bench lust off 
Weafvlew Drive. The large 
shag carpeted family and 
recreation room features s 
wet bar and flreplsce. To 
appreciate you must let us 
show you the many other 
features. 
OTHER HOMES AND 
PROPERTY FOR SALE 
4504 Grleg Avenue 
4549 Lekelse Avenue 
4930 Olson Avenue 
4819 McConnell Avenue 
4728 Lazelle Avenue 
4444Lakelse Avenue 
2407 Pear Street 
5110 Highway 16 West 
4433 Lskels'e Avenue 
,1450 Grelg Avenue 
45,17, 4519, 4521, & 4523 Lazelle Avenue 
y U'V8 until 
 i13.111. lClay, 
tO OUt OI tOWn. 
So mosey on over to your 
telephone "this weekend. And 
find out what the gang s 
been 
up 8. C. TEL 
B.C. Tel's long distance 
weekend rates ar~ worth 
leaving town for. i
Because between 5p.m. 
Friday and 5 p.m. Sunday 
you can dial direct (112) to 
most places in British 
Colufiabia* forjust 35C or less 
per minute (minimum charge 
23c per call). 
*Rate does not apply on calls from the OK Tel area, coin tel, motel, hotel and to rome Northern lx)ints not served by B.C. Tel, 
IF PRIVACY & QUALITY Is 
what you are looking for.this 
Is It. Three bedrooms, white 
brick fireplace, 9x42 sundeck 
w.patlo doors off dining room 
and master Bdm, 2 full baths, 
full basement, large rec room 
with patio doors leadlng to 
concrete patio under sundeck, 
root cellar under carport. Call 
us to  view BY AP- 
POINTMENT $51,000.00. 
TRULY A GOOD BUY.A cozy 
home on a fully landscaped lot 
in Thornhlll. This house has 3 
bedrooms upstairs, In the 
basement, a bath and laundry 
room, In lawn and garden. 
ALL FOR ONLY $,18,500.00. 
) 
Lonely Canadians jeered 
by Latin soccer fans 
MEXICO CITY (CP) 
-- A thick hide is a necessity 
for members of Canada's 
national soccer team 
i~ in the shnation 
Cup . qualifying 
tournament m memco. 
• As Canadian coach 
Eckherd Krautzun puts it: 
"Every match is an away 
game because the s - 
taters support the :¢ r  
team." 
There are a number of ob- 
vieas reasons why Mexican 
fans cheer for Canada's 
opponents and whistle in 
derision at just about 
everything the Canadians 
do. 
One is that Canada came 
to the qualifying tour- 
nsment as a threat o upset 
theMexicans, who have 
represented the North and 
Central American and Ca- 
ribbean Zone in every World 
Cup but one in the last 30 
years. 
Haiti was the zone 
representative in the last 
World Cup three years ago 
because i[had a better won- 
lost record although it lost 1- 
0 in its qualifying-round 
game with Mexico. 
This time there was 
respect for Canada because 
in last year's North 
American zone playoffs, the 
Canadians defeated and tied 
the Mexicans in their ,two 
games. 
Another reason is that 
Mexican fans tend to 
identify with Latin America 
and so~alled third world 
countries, and the nations 
represented here, besides 
Canada and Mexico, are 
Surinam, El Salvador, 
Guatemala and Haiti. 
In Canada's opening 
game, a 2-1 loss to El 
Salvador in the northern 
industrial city of Monterrey: 
the crowd roundly jeerea 
the Canadians until they 
slyly unfurled a Mexican 
flag at centre field. 
They were delighted when 
El Salvador's h'ike, Luis 
Ramirez Zapata, scored 
both goals and were quiet 
when Brian Budd scored 
Canada's only goal late in 
'the game. 
The reactions were 
roughly the same when 
Canada played Surinam 
before a crowd of 80,-000 in 
Aztec Stadium in Mexico 
City. There was little en- 
thusiasm when Canada won 
2-I on goals by Buzz Parsons 
and Mike Bakic. 
But, in fairness, they did 
show appreciation for some 
fine saves by Tony Churski, 
who played goal in the first 
half, and by Zjelko Bilecki, 
who replaced him in the 
second half after he hit his 
head on the goalpost and 
suffered a concnss~on. 
Only one of the six teams 
here Will go to the World Cup 
in Argentina next year an~i 
Mexico is clearly the 
favorite after beating Haiti 
4-1 and El Salvador 3-1. 
Canada has a 
mathematical chance of 
inishing on top but it must 
win its remaining ames-- 
Sunday against Guatemala 
in Mexico City; Thursday, 
Oct. 20, against Haiti; and 
Saturday, Oct. 22, against 
Mexico. 
The Canadians' last two 
games are in Monterrey 
where the heat and humidity 
were a problem for them in 
their opener. 
Even if they manage to 
win their remaining ames, 
however, they must look for 
-someone to tm or defeat he 
Mexicans. Otherwise, goal 
spread will determine the 
tfltimate winner and the 
Mexicans are building a 
solid edge in that depart- 
ment. 
If the heat of, Monterrey 
and the altitude of Mexico 
City don't do the Canadians 
in, injuries might just finish 
them. Bob Bolitho, n winger, 
mffered a leg injury in the 
first game and didn't dress 
for the second. 
Then Brian UudO, 
Bolitho's replacement, and 
Victor Kodelja, who set up 
both Canadians goals in the 
[] Salvador game, suffered 
leg injuries that may either 
sideline or hamper them in 
future contests. 
Soccer iot 
Fines for violent fans 
LIVEIS, PO'OL, England 
(AP) -- Magistrates im- 
~oosed fines Thursday 
taling $2,600 on 99 pe.rsons 
arrestod after a riot oy 
soccer fans in which one 
man died. 
Fans went on the rampage 
after Scotland beat Wales 2- 
0 in  ~ , ~/~;~ 
soccer ground Wednesday, 
confirming the growing 
reputation of British soccer 
hoolil~anism as a major 
social menace. 
A man collapsed and was 
trampled to death during 
the fighting. 
Another S0 persons, m- 
cluding a man who was 
stabbed, were taken to a 
hospital.and scores of others 
receiveo minor injuries as 
drunken, fist-swinging, 
knife-wielding rowdies ran 
amok. " 
There was ~unly one 
Welshman among the 
arrested fans. The others 
were Scots. All 99 pleaded 
ilty to offenses ranging 
m being drunk and dis- 
orderly to theft and carrying 
weapons. 
Solid show by 
our gymnasts 
BASEL, Sw, itzerland (CP) d~ampionship is a fourth- 
- Canada s six-member place finish at the 1975 
women's modern ginym~ competition i  Madrid. 
nastics team turned 
solid performance Thursday 
night to pull into a tie for 
"frith place in the opening- 
round of the eighth world 
modern gymnastics 
championship. . . 
Bulgaria, as expectee, 
lead the competition with 
19.20 points, s[ighily ahead 
of the Soviet Union, in 
second place With 19.05. 
Canada is tied with de- 
fending, champion Italy, 
both wzth 17.90 points. 
'tit was our best pe.r~ 
formance ever," salo 
Canadian manager Mariana 
Roman of Moncton. "The 
ris did not make a mis- 
ke, It is a tremendous 
sty: bes  
showing at the world 
The slx-memher group o[ 
Leanne Civits, Jana Lazor 
and Adria Dunnetts of 
Toronto, Janet Campbell 
and Elaine Matheson of 
Vancouver and AnnMarie 
Wong of Sto. Catherine, 
Que., executed a flawless 
threeminute routine of leaps 
and spins while throwing 
two slender clubs each. 
A meet official said the 
Canadian team was in fifth 
place after its outstanding 
showing only because the 
other teams had performed 
routines with a higher 
degree of difficulty. 
Like figure skating, 
modern gymnastic per- 
formances are set to music 
and scored by a panel of 
judges. 
Traffic accident 
Despite checks at turn- 
stiles of fans entering the 
soccer grounds, police said 
many gotin with a variety of 
weapons as well as cans and 
bottles of beer. The drunken 
fans used the empty cans 
and bottles as missiles. 
Police said nine carloads 
of weapons, cans and bottles 
were confiscated from fans. 
Meanwhile, Luxembourg 
threatelied Thursday to 
sever soccer relations with 
England to protest 
hooliganism, vandalism and 
drunkenness among English 
fans who went on the 
rampage there Wednesday. 
The fans were in the 
capital of the tiny European 
country for a World Cup 
qualifying tie in which 
England beat Luxembourg 
2-0. 
Luxembourg authorities 
said English fans created at 
least $29,750 worth of 
damage in Luxembourg's 
municipal stadium. In 
addition they smashed shop 
windows and cars, flung 
~rk  benches and fences 
to roads and left the 
picturesque capital strewn 
with broken bottles and 
debris. 
The worst outbreak of 
soccer hooliganism in 
Britain before Wednesday's 
rioting was Sept. 24 when 
police arrested 87 fans at 
~rpoo l ,  Leicester and 
The illness Fitnessis fun. 
• you'll never see TW some. 
coming. Get in 
shape ~ and 
don't give the ~ 1  
enemy a big 
target, pgRflglPaO'IOI? o 
Hockey vet loses leg 
PITTSBURGH (AP) -- Tlie 32-year-old Duluth, 
Start Gllhertson, a six-year Minn., native, who injured 
veteran in the National the leg in a traffic accident 
Hockey League, had his left two weeks ago, was in fair 
leg amputated below the condition after the 
knee Thursday at Prea-operat ion, a hospital 
Hospital. spokesman said. 
Game suspensions 
to be postponed 
MONT-RE~) -  :- The to prevent the team from 
National Hockey League's falling below numerica] 
rules committee conducted strength. 
a telephone conference During NHL pre.senson 
Thursday at the request of play Bob Kelly ano ~eg 
Philadelvhia Flyers to vote Bridl~man of the Flyers both 
On an alferatinn to rule 66-E recewed automatic one. 
player game suspensions for being 
the first players to leave the 
bench during altercations. 
dealing with 
suspensions. 
The committee voted by a 
margin of 13-4 with one 
abstention to allow a team 
which has several players 
due to serve game 
suspensions to postpone one 
or more of the suspensions 
'The one-game suspen- 
sions to Kelly and Bridgman 
will now be served Oct. 20th 
and Oct. 22nd in the team's 
fourth and fifth games of the 
season. 
Gilbertson, who played 
left wing last season for 
Washington Capitals and 
Pittsburgh Penguins, had 
attended training camp with 
the Penguins in Rostraver 
Township in nearby 
Westmoreland County. 
Gilbertson started his pro 
career in 1964 as a minor 
leaguer with the. Boston 
organization, but he went to 
California Seals in the 1971 
intra-league draft. 
After four NHL' seasons 
with California, he was 
traded to St. Louis Blues in 
1974. In February, 1975, 
Gflbertson was traded to 
Washington and was ac- 
quired by Pittsburgh, 
December, 1975. 
In his six years in the NHL 
Gilberston recorded 159 
~in~ on 79 goals and 80 
assists. 
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Get it all ... 
in the 
daily herald 
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News of your community...your country...domestic ! : 
and foreign affairs. Everybody from • the housewife 
to the tycoon has found the pages of their newspaper i 
affecting their daily lives. Reports on shifts and trende -~ 
in the business and financial world. Money saving 
advertisements covering every aspect of our daily 
needs. Classified sections that find you employment, i; 
a home, an automobile or sell anything you wish. '~ 
Entertainment in special features, comics, and sport 
pages that enlighten a dull day. News as it happens, 
firsthand in your community, province, nation, or 
global affairs. Your newspaper is your best source 
of information. 
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THE Herald, 3212 Kalum S;r~,~ 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.6357.Terrace 
Sub~orlptlon rates: Single Copy 
20 contI. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
$40.00. Senlor Citizens S20.00 
par year. 
Yearly by mall OUteldo Canada 
aS1.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Clleslfledl due 24 hours prior to 
doalred day of publicstlen. $2.00 
for firm 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
i .  Coming Events 
loyal Order of Moose lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Msetlng 
held every 2rid and ,Ith Thur. 
sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (ctf) 
INCH ES AWAY C LUB 
Meet every Tueedny night at 8 
In the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more Informetlen phone 63.S. 
2547 or 635-3023. 
Kermodo Four Wheelers 
Meetings let Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635. 
3,t42. 
Moating - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) . 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazalle Avenue. 
The Cathetlc Womens League 
will hold their Annual Fall Tea 
and Bazzaar on Sat. Oct. 297h at 
Verltes A'~Norlum. 
CTF 
5karma District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll area. 
Girls between the ages of 14 and 
18 whoare Interested please rail 
635-3061 or 638-1269 (ctf) 
Kit imat Community Arto 
Council - Next Meeting: 
Thureday Oct. 13, 1977 at 7:30 
p.m. at Museum. Arte and 
Craft Fair: The ~,h Annual 
• Fair to be held on Oct. 22, 1977. 
i t  City Centre Mall. All 
Welcome. 
A Tee and Bazaar will be held In 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:38 F.M. 
The Independent Order o! 
Foresters are having a Tea & 
Bazaar at the Elks Hall on 
Oct.15 from 1.4 p.m. 
Homemade items, haklng and 
much more. 
The I.O.F. regular msetlngs.3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
Rabakah Lodge Tea and 
Bazaar, Sat. Nov. S, 2.4 p.m. 
Elk's Hall Raffle draw 4 p.m. 
Old Aale Pensioners Tee and 
Bazaar Set. Nov. 12, 1:304:30 
p.m. Arena Banquet Room. 
Raffladrew4:00 p.m. (ctf Nov.) 
I 
Terrace Chess Club Is looking 
for new players. Everybody, 
Including beginners, are 
welcome to attend. 
Games and Instruction are 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool 
Board Room. For Information 
Phone Joe at 635-5419 (ctf) 
u 
Kltimat Toastmistress clu! 
meets the second and fourth 
Wednesday of every month 
from 8.10 p.m. In the Nechako 
library. 'The Toastmletress 
program Is really varied to 
meet a wide range of Interests, 
and no prevlou~ experience Is 
needed to loin. If you are In. 
terosted In sealer conversation, 
conducting a good meeting , 
making a speech, or simply 
Improving your communication 
Ik l l l l ;  teaching, trslnlng and 
evelutalon are offered In a 
friendly, relaxed atmosphere. 
You are cardinally Invited to 
affendeny moating to see how 
the program works. For more 
informotlon please cell 632.6345. 
The next meeting Is Oct. 12. 
Order of the Royal Purple. 
Novelty bake sale Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Elks 
hell corner of Sparksend Park. 
Donuts and coffee SO cants. 
(ctf.Nov.19) 
1. Coming Events 19. Help Wanted 
"Symposium on Coping with 
Cancer". Presented by Kltlmat 
Unit, Canadian Society. At: 
The Museum, City Center on: 
OCt. 26, 1977 (Wednesday) at 7 
p.m.. Free. All welcomed. 
St. Mathew's Anglican Church 
Christmas Bazzar. Sat. Nov. 26. 
at 2 p.m. 
Meeting of Interest at the 
Terrace Child Minding Centre 
at 4529 Olson on Monday Oct 17 
at 8 p.m. for more information 
call 638.6211. 
Mil ls Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary will be havlng their 
Annual Fall Bazzar on Oct. 22 In 
the Terrace Arena Banguet 
Room from 2.4p.m. Lots of 
Items will be on Sale such as 
Baking, Christmas table 
novelties, Knitting, Candy, 
Produce and plants, Book & 
White Elephant Sale. A raffle 
will bedrawn at 4 p.m. Tickets 
will be sold at the Sazzar. 
Come and support your Hospital 
Auzlllry. 
14. 6usiness Personal 
MOVING "/?? 
CHECK BUDGET'S LOW 
ONE-WAY TRUCK RATES 
THROUGHOUT WESTERN 
CANADA. 
CALL TOLL FREE 
112-800-663-3478 
BUDGET RENTATRUCK 
Accountant - Officer Manager 
Our Client has a position 
available for the above i¢ 
Terrace. The successful ap. 
pllcant must have sufficient 
experience In accounting tc 
prepare monthly flnancla 
statements. Salary negotiable. 
Apply In Confidence to: 
McAIplne & Co., Chartere¢ 
Accountants, 4644 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. (p-8,9) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class ,I 
Ilcence and police permil 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi • 635.22,12 (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Contracting and 
I~ousehold repairs. Phone 635. 
• 5076 or 638-1231. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmates. Phone 635-5874 
or 638.1231. (ctf) 
International company requires 
a pert.time distributor to In- 
traduce their products around 
the Terrace area. The suc. 
ceesful applicant must have 
sales ability and management 
ptentlal. Init ial ly as a 
distributor,you wi l l  wor~ 
several hours per week at above 
average enrnlrlgs, "but even- 
tually you will Want to develop 
this Into a ful l .t ime oc. 
cupatlon,wlth remuneretlon far 
In excess of your present goals. 
We have over 30 products, 
ranging from preventive 
maintenance ll & addltlvise for 
heavy and light machinery and 
motors to Industrial and home 
use cleaning and waxing 
products to farm and soil 
conditioners to tools etc. 
This is the opportunity of a 
lifetime a small Investment is' 
required..Write now to Box 
1240, Prince George. Giving • 
Resume and Including your 
home address and phone no. 
Our field manager will contact 
you as soon as passible. 
33. For Sa le -  Misc.  
~BI I I  I I  I 
For Sale: Gold nuggets at 10c, 
25(:, Sac MIn. order $5.00. All 
orders C.O.D. Complete 
satisfaction or money refunded. 
Wm. W. Larkln, Canyon View, 
Placer Mines, Rock Creek, B.C. 
(c.,I-20) 
Repossessed Yamaha organ 
S1695 or best offer. Phone 635- 
7207. (C-5-9) 
For Sale: Franklin stove with 
grate, screen and 0 Inch stove 
pipe. Phone 635.4279. (p-5.9) 
2 Wood cook stoves. One Is an 
antique 8300 each. Phone 635. 
2485. (C-9,9) 
For Sale: Lamb Sh00 lb. but- 
chered weight. For Information 
call 635.5961 evenings. (p-8,9) 
.q  ~_  I 
SWAN VENTURES LTD. offers 
fabulous avings for ChHstmesl 
Mlnln.Vac.Strudy one hanc 
operation for car or clothes only 
54.75.. Automatic phone Idex- 
push button style,only $3.75. 
Genuine cultured pearl 
earrings, tiffany setting. 
Plareced style, 14 K. Gold Poet, 
only S14.50. Send cheque or 
money orcler plus B.C. sales tax 
fo:SwN Ventures Ltd., Box 
33777, Station 'D', VAN- 
COUVER, B.C. VRJ 4L6. 
For Sale: 
3.15" Ford P.U. Tires and Rims 
S75.00. Phone 635.7251 ask for 
Bob. (C.7,0,9) 
• For Sale: 
OII Furnance complete with 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the tank and water heater. Reason 
Jobless. Phone 635.4535. 3238 . for Selling.changed to Natural 
Kalum. (ctf) Gas. Phone 635.3510. (P.9) 
i l  
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Wewlll Establish you In 
your own 
DISCOUNT FABRIC 
STORE 
In the location of your choice, 
Initial Investment S10,000 to 
$15,000. For more In- 
formation write to Box 2043 
Stn. R. Kelowna, B.C. VlX 
4KS. 
I 
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 SOUC I E 635.2188 
e 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(ctf) 
n m | i 
Reflexology by Pearl. Call 635. 
3854. (.~ F.7,14,21,28) 
19. Help Wanted 
Rim Forest Products requires: 
head saw filer, applicants 
should be certified flier with 
supervisory experience. This Is 
a salaried position. Circular 
saw filer, experienced saw flier 
required-preferably wltl 
certification. Pay Is union 
scale. Apply In writing to.The 
Manager, Rim Forest Products, 
20 Powell Road, R.R. 1 South 
Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1Y0. Phone 
642-5266 
Experienced married her 
sdman for eight head Holstein 
Herd In B.C. Interior. 
References essential. Write 
Eagle River Farm, R.R. 1 
S lcamous, B.C. V0E 2VO 
Welner pigs for sale. Call 635. 
2103. M & F). 
Metal office Desk, Typing table, 
e lec t r i c  typewr i te r ,  
Secretaries chair, Vlkin| 
sewing machine. Aooustlc 12 
string Guitar. Phone 635.3748. 
(C-9,10,11) 
For Sale: 
Brother Electric typewriter- 
portable very good condition. 
Phone 638.1639. (C- 
9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16, 
17,18,19,20( 
-QUETE NSWAY TRADI NG 
3215 Kalum - 638.1613 
Terrace most unique second 
hand store. 
You Need It .  
We've Got It .  
Book & Tape Swap 
Guns. Antiques 
Furniture. Appliances 
T.V.s • Stereo's - Lots More 
"For the Best Deal 
In •Town" 
_ 
36.  For  H i re  
Piano Tuning by appointment 
only, reasonable rates. Phone 
635-4080 (C-9,11,14,16,19,) 
37. Pets 
For Sale: 
Welsh Pony 7.8 years old, with 
or without saddle and bridle 
good chllds horse. 635.6637 after 
S:00 p.m. or weekends. )p. 
7,8,9,10,11 ) 
39. Boats & Engines 
Swamp boat powered by sere 
plane motor. Apply V~ mile 
south of Ole's Place. (P.9o10) 
For Sale: 
1973 24' Flberform cabin 
cruiser. C.B. depth sounder, 
compass, 2 heaters I lf l  Jackets, 
Stove sleeps six all white with 
red Interior. Asia Ihcludod 1976 
Tandum Trailer can be viewed 
In Terrace.Call collect 633.2421 
Nass Camp any time (C- 
7,6,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,) 
43. R :~ns  for Rent 47. Homes for  Sale 
"Room for rent for single gen. For ,Sale: 3 bedroom modular' 
tlmen in the t,~ch area. Wit5 home. Full basement on 2 acres 
kitchen and living ronr; 134,200. Phone 638.3459 or 679- 
facilities. Phone 635.3971 CTF 3961 (c-sept. OCt) 
Room and Beard for a Young House for Sale: 
Quiet person. Call 638-8203. (P. 3 bedroom house with wall to 
9,10,111 .wail carpet-full basement gas 
heat close to. schools and town~ 
47. Homes for Rent Drive by 4921 Park of phone for 
- "  , ' 635-7382 or 635-7594 (p- .16- 
For Rent: 17.19-21-1.3.5-7-9-11) 
large 3 bedroom duplex In 
Woodlands Height. S2SO.0¢ 55. Property for  Sale 
month. Phone 635-7251 fill 4:30, 
635-2627 after 6:00 p.m. ask for For Sale: 
Be[). (C-7,8,9( 00 acres exclusive rural 
3 Bedroom house on Lazelle. property. SO acres1 cleared and 
References required. Phone producing legume hey. 
Remainder In timberland 
.635.2896. (C.7,9,) areas. Access by publlo 
For Rent; road,year round creek; power 
Available Nov. 1. 2 bedroom and telephone available. 2,100 
duplex. No pets please. Apply. FT. contour gives breathtaking 
B1-1885 Queensway. (C- view of all mountain rangers. 
9,10,11,12) Located midway between 
- ,  Houston and Smlfhers. Ex- 
40. Suites for  Rent cellont for self-auetalnlng hobbl 
or riding ranch, aS9,000 firm. 
Box 445 Telkwa,B.C. V0J 2X0 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 5.2 acres of land In Woodland 
Park Subdlvldlon $14000.00 or 
Office No. 2 ~ Scott. One, Best Offer. Owner anxious to 
two and three bedroom part. sell Phone 636.1639 (C. 
monte. Laundry & Storage 9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,10, ' 
area. Near sc~ola and 19,20) 
downtown. Cleam. quiet 
spacious, security Iock.'~lp and For Sale: 2 bedroom house with 
)etroh 20 spare !railer court. Located 
5016 Park Ave. phone 635. 3789 
63S-$224 after 6. (p-S,9) 
[ctf) 56. Business Oppor tun i ty  
'3 bedroom row housing suites. Priced for Quick Salel 
Full basement, 1V= baths, V= 
block'from schools. 3 rain. walk TEXRDA Island Automotive 
from town. Suitable tor Servlce buslnees and pmerty 
families. $250 per month. 6 $75,0001 Princeton area; 158 
months lease. Apply suite 118, acres, two cabins, land level 
with cresk,ST4,9000. A.Wlebe 
3530 Kalum. (eft) 079.069.q 
I HILLSIDE LODGE / 57. Automobi les  
I ' , so  Little Avenue i 
ISIseplng rnomI, beusekaoplng I Consign your car, truck or. 
trailer. Lofa professional sell it 
lunlte, centrally located. Fullyl for you. 
ifumtehed. Reasonable rates by I Copper Moonteln 
IdaY or week. Non.drinkers I Enterprises Ltd. 
Jonly. Phone 638.6611. (ctf) i 6884373 
DL 00605A 
Bechler apartment down town (ctf) 
no pets pefarrable a day time 
worker. Parhsley furnished. 1960 Datsun Station Wagon 
Ph01)q' 635.3725 after 6 Recent S700.00 repairs. Ne~ 
(P.7,S,9,10,) transmisslon, gond tires. Good 
1 I glint n U ...pert.,on , kIng,,,o.oo. o anor Phone  4091. See at 4510 
iFumlshedor unfurnished studio i Park Ave. (C. 
Ior 1 bedroom apartments. | 9,10,11,!2,13,14,15) 
Isecurlty enterphone. Sauna.I 
I 635-4261 I For Sale; 
I 638.1032 j 1966 Mercury. P.W & P.B.P.S. 
$300.00 . Phone 638.1720. (C- 
9,10,11,) 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS Wanted to Buy: 
4931 Welsh Avenue Be~esn 1960.1970 Van or pick. 
up running condition. Phone 
Suite 113 635.M85. (p.9) 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 $7 
~lew 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 1972 Oldsmobile Cutlais Sedan. 
for rent. Frldge, Move, dr.epes, Best offer. Very good condition. 
cerpet, recarea, seuna and pool 53,000 miles. Phone 6384343. 
table, with secur i ty  en (P.9) 
terpahone and elevator. Ab. 
setutely no pets. 1971 Mazda Station Wagon. 
(c~f) " ' Apply V= mile sooth of Ole's 
place. (P.9,101 
Betas for Sa e 
For Sale: 
For Sale: 1 bedronm house at 1970 V= ten Ford pick up 302 In 
Kelth Avenue. Price $2,000. good running condition. Good 
Must be' moved before for hunting. Selling cheap, can 
snowfall. Phone 635.~t34 days be viewed In Terrace call 
m" 635-6974 nights. (c.19.9) Collect 633.2421 Nasa Camp any 
time. (C.7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15( 
I O I I n 0 e , 
F RSALE 1974 Mazda, 4 door Statlen 
3 bedroom home with com. Wagon. Low mileage, excellent 
plated besement, sulte,carReted condition. 82400 firm. Phone 
throughout, Shaw fire, place 638.1842 after 6 p.m. (Mf) 
plus many extras. Drive by 4801 
Halllwell or phone 635.3944 after 1965 GMC S TON, equipped with 
5 p.m..for dotall~. Prised at - power winch. Price $1800.00. 
$51,500. (ctf) ,.1 ~S Phone 638.1676 (p.3,4,6,8,9) 
For Sale or Rent; 1968 ~ ton pickup. Phone 638. 
3 Bedroom house ~ Located near 12/3 (c.0,9) 
downtown. Available at math 
end. Phone 635.3740. (C.9-181. For Sale: 
1973 Mazda pick up long range 
. . . .  , - - - -~  full tank 50,000 miles. Phone 
Owner leaving soon. prlcedt(~ 635.6637 after 5 p.m. (P. 
sell. A cozy 3 bedroom, 7,8,9,10,111 
modernly built home In Thor. 
nhlll. Features a lovely mural For Sale: 1973 GMC'/: ten 4x4. 
In living room - fireplace . 
dining room with patio doors • Needs some work, call 6,~.160S 
sundock • lots of kitchen cup. after S p.m. (c.4.141 
hoards, attractive bathroom 
workshop - laundry room. 1971 Transom 400 cu. In. P.S., 
This le00 sq. ft. home slto o, P.B., 4 apeed. Excellent con- 
two-thirds acres. Furnlsbed o~ 
unturnlshod. Taxes ~1.00 only dltlon. Phone 635.4470 after 6 
For view phone after 4:30 p.m. p.m'. (p.6.9) 
at 635.3986. 
(E, Frl.) 
.... 76 HONDA CIVIC 
Four bedroom houk with un "HATcHBACK" 
finished basement on S acres of 
land. Across from N.W.C.~. Featuringi Low milesge, AM. 
alsowerkshop60' x~0'wldem,d FM, In dash stereo, tape deck, 
20' high. On 12.5 acres, V= mile radial tires, clock, roof rack, 
from city Llmlto. For more console, many ether options. 
Information phone Houston 845. Get economy with good gas 
2928 or write to Box 580. (p-Oct mllsagel Phene 638.1449 after 5 
14) p.m. (c-2.9) 
I I I  
57. Automobi les  
1970 Datsun car. 1600. Phone 
638.1252. (c.7,0,9,10,11) 
1976 Dodge Aspen Station 
Wagon. Special. Add package. 
Excellent condition, auto 
transmission, radio, new radial 
f tires. ~l,50O firm. Phene638. 
1221 days. (c.7,8,9,10,11) 
For Sale: 1946 Willies C-J2A 
good condition. Phone 638-1640 
after 6 p.m. (c.8,9,10,11,12) 
1973 Internatlenal Logglns 
Truck - with 20 ton trailer for 
sale: Truck is 83000 G.V.W. 350 
H.P. Cummins. Diesel Model 
No. F4370. 
One Ford 1972 ~/~ ton pickup. 
One 1970 G.M.C. ~ ton pickup. 
All located at Terrace In. 
ternatlonah Contact Mr. W. 
Gaunt at 635.4951 for further 
Information. (c.0,9,10,11) 
58. Mob i le  Homes 
116 Acres with Mobile Home 24 
x 60 with or wlthout furniture at 
Old Remo. Excellent selh good 
well. Landsc.a. pad. Phone 635. 
6926. (P.9,10,) 
r 
For S~'le: Mobile Home 12x52 
two bedroom furnished, priced 
at SS,~00.00 Phone 638-1676 (p  
3,5,6,8,9) 
4 year old 3 bedroom Safeway 
House trailer. Nice kitchen 
Ilvlngroom area, laundry 
hookupsservlce. 75' fenced lot. 
Furnished with appliances. For 
more Informetlen phone 635. 
6916 after 6 p.m. (c-4,9,14,19,3) 
Fully furnished 1967 10xS4 
Squire. 2 bedroom house 
trailer. Nice and clean, car. 
peted In living room. S160 per 
month. Noanlmals. No slngles. 
Phone 635.2482 between J4:30 
p.m. to view. (p-8r9,10) 
For Sale: 12xSS 3 bedroom 
trailer. Good condition. Call 
635.8970 (c.5.14) 
Trailer 10 x ,16 Inside can. 
pletely refinished. Set up In 
trai ler court onQueenswa) 
across from Inland Konworth. 
Include Ioey shack. Phene 
635.6682. (P.9,11) 
For Sale or Rent 
12 x 68 3 Bedroom Mobile Home 
fully furnished with washer and 
dryer. In town close to schools. 
Phone 636.1870. (C- 
?,10,11,12,13,) 
60. Tenders  
Sealed tenders, addressed to the 
undersigned and marked 
"Thornhlll Refuse Site Main. 
tonence" will be received until 
4:30 p.m. October 25, 1977. 
Specifications and contrac 
documents may be obtained on 
request from the Regional 
District of Kltlmat,Stlklne 
No.9.4044 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 635.7251. 
The lowest or any tender will. 
not necessarily be accepted. 
John Pousotte 
AdmlnlMrator 
..... (c.9,9,10r 11712.13.14.181 
Offer for Vehicle 
Offers: Plainly marked on the 
enve ape "Offer on .P.T. no. 107" 
will be received by the un- 
dersigned up to 3:00, October 
20,1977 for the following which 
may or may not by complete 
and located "as Is and where Is" 
at the Ministry of Highways 
Yard, Terrace, B.C.: 
1969 International 1/3 ton panel 
truck, Model V.384, Reference 
S.4023 
To vlow of for further In. 
formation; contact the District 
Highways Manger, Ministry of 
Highways, Terrace, B.C. 
License and registration are not 
Included. 
Offers must be accompanied by 
a certified cheque or money 
order made payable to the 
Minister of Finance for 10 per 
cent of the bid. if the successful 
bidder subsequently withdraws 
his offer, the 10 percent 
payment shall be liable to 
forfeiture. 
The highest or any offer will not 
necessarily be accepted but the 
bearer of a successful bid will 
be requlred to pay the 7 per cent 
S.S. Tax. 
A.W. Charlton, Chairman 
Purchasing Commission, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, B.C. 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST LEASE TO OWN 
Before you ky ,  investigate the advantages of this rent-to- 
own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why tie up 
your rash or borrowing power, let and last months rent and 
drive away. 
' EXAMPLES 
'70 F-220 ';8 Van '70 
Ecooollne ~ ton 
S149 per me. S134 per me. $126 per me. 
• 91 Cougar ';8 Camaro '78 Zephyr 
All New 
$137 per me. S139 per me. 81"06 per me. 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-R ICHARDS COLLECT 
987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1110MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
• L . . .  
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
3iP x 36" 
I |  sheds only. 3 , ' /5  
1111E DALLY HERALD 
I , ' ! . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ' .~'. ~ . ~  ~,~'., .I', . ' . ,  ;~,z ~...,, 
"WANTED" 
AMBITIOUS BOYS OR 61RLS 
to do carrier routes in 
THORHHILL 
Good experience and earnings 
to the right persons. 
PHONE:- DAWN 
63§-63§7 
FOR RENT 
OOMMEROIAL 
STORAGE SPAOE 
0o you require extra 
storage epaoo spaoe? 
AVAlUJLf IMMEDIATELY 
Heated premises 
Regularly patrolled 
0entrally Iooatud 
Reasonable rates 
0ALL 636-6367 
F0H FURTHER DETAILS 
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
ask for BILL 
I / 
Uranium price-fixing 
• 'Cartel hush  ended 
OITAWA (CP) --  The information to other Changes were n~ade in the STOCKHOLM (AP) -- 
federal government has riedictions s ___.,.., . . . . . .  , . ,__  ,~._, ~ . . . . . .  , uch as the Atomic Energy Control Three Americans, pionee~ 
amenut~m .;-c~u~,uu.  mt umu~l ~tates. Board re~ulatinn~ tn :m. thes~dyofhor~n, onesand 
. . . . . .  • ,ta,~ mSousS lnn  ^.  o - - - , ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  JAq~V~la~,~ m ~ va l  v& u me_  
. . . . - - |  . . . . .  | I *~ f ix  I . . . . .  | 'A1  Tnel sources said the prevent companies from Heir enacts on the human 
urm. - . , .  ~-,~,;" .~  ,+o~.;, f • . body, won the 1977 Nobel . . . . .  ~.~-~. ' was o ~"~.~:-.' ederal cabinet made the supplying information to the m w.,~ . . . . . . . . .  m -~. . . . . .  -, . . . . . . . . . .  U S. "^urts prize for medicine Thur- 
member in the early 1970s. , - . . . , .~ u~r~ a znursoay "~" " ' • - sda . 
• _. . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  ~. . . , :~  meeung. ,owever,  last summer ~e award went o dootors 
• "£'ne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , Rosalyn Yalow, Roger 
ThTu~esdarYe~ugP:iion, being i_Is.o~gg~%~eantoul~s~= MPr~pgr?oSir ve yC?~.~[V2ctiov: Guillemin and Andrew 
challenged in the Ontario fal l  of 1976 alter a U.S. . . . . .  ~o+.~ +. +~o ~ . . . . . .  Schaliy, and brought o.five. 
Supreme Court by ssx mpany, Westinghouse n,o, ,~,o .o . , ,~oa , , . . I  . . . .  ' " " 
• El . . . . . .  e . . . . . . . . .  ~,, ~- Prngresswe Conservative ectric Corp., cSarged =,~,,,,, me a, . . . . . .  ;. . . .  
MPs, has been relaxed to luring a U.S. court action honda +-+' of doc,,mon+- +- 
allow discussion of the mat a cartel had+ been ~. .  ~-+ . . . . .  
cartel in Canada, but to formed to force world "I~e"'com-lainedp m,s"' "~'w~ 
m~intsdn a ban on shipping uranium prices upward, violated hisprivilages as a 
.LAJL " • 1 1 member of Parliament and 
I "R IP  %V1// . demanded the government BRASILIA (AP) -  The 
--. ~,~.~. v v-~.L..- withdraw the measure, firin~ .of Army Minister 
• j • Later he, party leader Joe Sylvw Frota has brought 
T . rT~ ~iO'd:ii11,1 Clark and four other Con- into the open a serious 
v j ~ ,~, .L~.~ . servative MPs began a conflict among the military 
men ruling Brazil, South 
America's largest country. 
President Ernesto Geisel 
dismissed Frota on Wed- 
nesday, saying he acted for 
personal rather than 
political reasons. 
Frota said the president 
told him he could no longer 
work with him, and cited 
reports of the army 
m ec 'n  eg i  11 
service criticizing the 
government. But the 
resYu~ through radio re- ¢~inhard  family, all . .Without measures to  dismissal was generally 
ports at the world weather hot air beiloon entht~|asis, mwae wna.c was £etc o~, me viewed as an attempt to 
centre. . had worked two years with worm marx F and .to x.eep undermine Frota's chances 
Reinhard, 47, and Steph- the Stephensons in pnc~. up, me worla.pnoe to succeed Geisel as 
eason,44, both of Colorado preparation for the flight, wom.o nave tauen  nemw president in 1979. 
Springs, Colo., were plucked "We didn't feel that it was pr.oaucuon cost ~orclng Geisel is believed to favor 
uninjured from the sea a failm~e, '' said Mrs. n~_es to e~ese. . . Gen.  Jeao Baptista 
about 50 kilometres east of Reinhard. "We're really . 'r.ne g overnmen~ also Fif~ueiredo, the 59-year-old 
here by the Canadian Coast proud of them. It was a eemes ]m act)ons sent chief of the national- 
Guard ship Prove Wailis. might, effort ,.. we~i do it ~amum.. .  _ pnc~ ._ intelligence service. ' 
The 25-metre-high craft again, sx~yr, oc.~.euna,.sa.ymg the  Frota, 97, issued a 
bed taken off from Bar Ed Yost of Sioux Falls, paces m.o not negm..tO rise statement accusing the 
Harbor, Me., Monday on S.D., who achieved the  oramat.z.ca~.~y unt ,  after president ofahandoning the 
what was expected to be a longest balloon flight before .wurmo~ prices quaurup~on anti-Communist goals of the 
4,800-kilometer, five-day ditching off the Azores a m x~.  .. . 1964 military revolution and 
trip across the Atlantic. yehr ago, designed .3ue  tonservauv~ enarge said "Communist in- 
Unexpected strong south- Reinhard'a balloon and t.n.e . .government .  par- filtration" has reached into 
erly winds drove them off acted as instructor, uczpau.on m me carte) may the government itself. 
~.o::rso and finally forced ' nave we]area tonera~ anu- He cited Brazil's ab- 
~e~n down " n " ~ . .  , combines legislation. They stention from a vote in the 
The Provo Wallis took. I~f / . / .ORT. / .n .o  ~t ' l  also esy companies involved Organization of American 
o~, ,o ,a  ,~ , ,  ~0 ~ -range .,.. wv. . ,v , , , , .  , , v  , i  were assured by Ottawa States (OAS) on the return 
~u~d'~llo"w"~o~dol'abut t~ - • , ., , that their participation of Cuba to the OAS, the 
balloon wa~lest A Soviet i ~  7Y J~, [ I I~ IO~[  would not lead to action government's speedy recng- 
fishing vessel" reported t1~, ~,~,~,o~,~,u ,  und,.~.er.the,Combi_nesA.c.t, nition of the Communist- 
sighting" it" flymg" toward ~,~.  . uuc+;..u,,~..uw uxc backed government of 
~o..~m,.mo.~.. ,eh, , ,~a=,,  JERUSALEM (Reuter)-- bsmg mvestigated by the Angola and Brazil's support 
"'~,~,'"~o"~,'~,':~" : ,,,,-"=,,"~ A three-tier coherence on consumer and corporate of the anti-Zionist resolution 
4VMO.  l l k~+Ul l l~ l&~ I~ I~k~Vl I I I I IM  q l l t J J t  5~qJ----&. . . . .  ~ w a s  I I  • ~ . . • ~ume ~.aa+ pmac© auawsae arunent which the Arabs pushed + the anxious ~ours after : • ~,~,  v , .o .~ o,,,a ,ha~ P F " ' L ' 
relayed from a=r t n ' 
ships m the v:cinity, but ,m, , _ . ,~ , , ,  . , , .~+ 
they had 'no dlroct contact . . . . . . . . . . .  . ane  wi~ them. Aaorossmga aeoatem e .. 
try again 
Palestine 
be included 
+ 
! 
60. Tenders • 
• Offers for Vehicles 
Offers: Plainly marred on the 
envelope "Offer on P.T. on,103" 
will be received bY 1 the ul~- 
• darslgned on an Individual or lot 
basis up to 3:00 p.m., October 
20, 1977, for the following which 
may or may not be complete, 
and located "as Is and where Is" 
at the Ministry of Highways 
"Yard, Hazelton, B.C.: 
1970 International 4.ton Dump 
with Cab, Chassis & Box, Model 
1700 
(box lift cylinder missing). 
Reference 5.4196. 
1969 Fargo ~.ton 6.man Crew 
Cab, Model D200 
Reference S.37g0 
To view or for further In- 
formation contact the Mechenlc 
Foreman, Ministry of High- 
ways, Hazelton, B.C,, teleplmme 
842-5555.. 
Llcencea and registration s are 
not Included. 
Offers must be accompanied by 
a certified cheque or money 
order made payable to the 
Mlnlsterof Flnancefor 10percent 
of the bid. If the successful 
bidder subsequently withdraws 
his offer, the 10 percent 
payment shall be liable to 
forfeiture. 
The highest or any offer will not 
nocesssrlly be accepted, but the 
bearer of a successful bid will 
be roqulred to pay the 7 percent 
S,S. Tax, 
A,W, Charlton, Chairman 
Purchasing Commission 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, B.C. 
611. Legal  
Notice of Application 
for Change of Name 
NOTICE Ishereby given that 
an application will be made to 
the Director of Vital Statistics ~ 
for a change of name, pursuant 
• totheprovlslonsofthe'Chan" ' 
geof Name Ad.," by me::lda.. 
Mar ann na Trelen~erg ov z/U~l 
South Eby St. In' Terrace, In the 
Province of British Columbia, 
as follows: 
To change my name from Ida 
Marlannlna Trelenberg to Edith 
Marie Trelonberg. 
Dated this 8th day of October, 
A.D., 1977. 
I 
-'?L.J 
THE HERALD, Friday, October 14, 77, page 11 
Hormone experts win Nobels 
Hijackers 
German p] 
Dayan said the first s~ge LARNACA, Cyprus (.AP) ~ave no detail s. .of,:the. ¢ .~ • : ' " ' ' +" ' J [ " + 
would be an opanmg ' -- one Or more nijacxers nut police ana m,-mry. , m. • / 
,+;-,.~mnni.lmmntnnnt~PJidea +d~n~andin~ the "release of wereposted at'the.seas:de : . ~: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~+ " " . . . . . . .  '" t0 f  ' by a unified Arab delegation all comrades deta in ,  i n  mrport two n~es web ' ' U - - [ I 
i . . . .  n c 1 u d West German prisons" this por t  eiW•: :: ..I " . . . .  " ' " " [ - -  : " m ' 
Arabs: ' 'seized a Lufthansa irliner InRomeUze man moughc - [ -  L ]  [ 
After that, the conference with 92 persons aboard at• the time to be..a s ine  : I [ -  I J . , ' 
would split into two-sided Thursday. and diverted )t m3ac~er was sam:~o _ d . .  _ _  , -  . f~  
w0rklng groups in which first to ,omeanumen to ~me~ w~n..., i~_.., m_ro . r '~ l  ~- V i t '  ' ,' I:: 
Israel would  negouaze ~,~prus. .,~.,,,~-,, . . . . .  u w . . . .  ~ /  / k, 
~nnrnl~lv on ~ce  treaties ,m.o n,.o;.,, ~.~v hHncked Walter Mohammed and as 
• ~ 'k~t ,  ~a ,  Jordan a f~ l~'~v~ "~h'~ "§~nish "I~..ato~i:: ~ __ __. - - -  . . . . . .  
and Lebanon. island of Ma]l-orca on a f l ight nat iona l i ty  _aria _.e_xa_~, l I - |  I I '  l J b : ~ I r 
q~h~ third fist would be fl in l~l~onb,f, ,mt wag r~fne|ed purpose were nora reve~,eu. / / I  I , ~ l 
l~-cr  ¥orki~'group corn: ~ Rom~"b~f'~re'~ead=mg-+or , .P~)l~e_nS.~orl°~redwthv e 
rising Israel; Jordan, Lnrnaea airnort in the pmueuau 
~ t  and the Palastinian Gr~'l~ section~f Cvnrus at Rome's international • 
• ~, , ,  ~^ ,u , , , ,oo  t~,,  fu ture  . . . .  ~ .  . " . airport, • and negotiators 
, i , . , , .  , ,  ,..-.-.,-...- _ .. "z'ne plane . mnueo at lried unsuecessfull,, to of the Gaza ~mp ann me • th  C w. ,  n...~...r ,he -~ordan ' Larnaca a far  . e..yp..rus convince the man to re'ease 
- _~,  ~ ~" .."' - -. ' ~overnment l l f [eo  I tS  mmal  , i .  . . . . . . .  . ,~, , , ,  ~orO, .O bean  ~ 
uayan sag me wormng. ~;,;,~;,,t,onmthemterest,¢ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• "~"  " "  " "  a l lOWea to  laKe  O IL  ; 
paper .m.c!u_ded .another thesa'~--~ety of he passengers A ~  nolice said the hi- _ . . . . . . . .  . . - - - -  UPLANDS • 
t~ .e~p: f~?e~a~eS~so~ andcrew. ' . jac~ou~ided nervous and .mea l ; IN  UI  + l id  
. . . . . . .  - o rs  in  " ' " " " - - - - - . - , -  • • Police at Rome an'p told them his only purpose 0 be discussed m I~ Rlver Drlve . 
.re=fM~ng.~e~oto .,;m *ore .  v~-t believed at first that they coming to Rome was to terrace, B.C. CHURCH 
°~"""  . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . .  with one " " +.. k~ o,,ood. United were uealzng reluel. 
w , ,~  -e  . . . .  , . . . . .  1 t r 
Nations l~e~elmu~i~n~eP~d 3a~e~lys~seoYf Seaicdord.~ s thpeoP:l~tol°ft~oweerPla~at  tooled ~n~;LwWp:~;p ,,.00e 'm. Pastor D.K' Halo 63s.gs. 
338 8houl . . . .  Corar  of Halliwall 
way f7,m Mallorca to 
Frankfurt. Most of the 
others were West German 
vacationers eturning from 
Mallorca, a Lufthansa 
sPOkesman in Frankfurt 
said. 
In addition to the 86 
ssengers and the 
acker, the plane carried a
crew of five, the spokesman 
said. 
The hijacker pulled out a 
gun as the plane flew over 
the French Riviera, and 
ordered that the plane be 
taken to Rome, police said. 
They said they .tried TO 
convince the man the 
weather was too bad to fly 
on to Cyprus, but he broke 
off communications and the 
lane took off a short time 
ter. ., 
The German governmenti 
• had requested that the plane 
be delayed as long as 
possible in Rome to find out 
more about the motives for 
the hijacking, police and 
airport sources aid. 
the number of U.S. prize The New York-born discovery," Dr. Yalow told the foundations ) modern 
winners in this year's mother of two children won a news conference Thur- hypothalamic re., arch,' or 
competition so far. The half the $145,-000 award for sday. Radioimmunoassay is research o~ the 
prize for economics will be • research in endocrinology, a technique for measuring hypothelmus gl~ ,d in the 
announced today. . the study of glands and the various substances in the human body, tb institute 
Dr. Yalow, ~ 56, of the hormones they produce, and body, including 'hormones, said. . 
Veterans Administration for development of radio- viruses, vitamias and drugs. Peptides are the •sue- 
Hespitalin ThelBronx:N•Y•, immanoazsays of peptide The other half of the 1977 stanc'es built up b chains, of 
is the second woman to win hormones, prize for medicine was amino acids. ~ any nor- 
the medicine'prize, and the "This was pioneering ~ared by Gulilemin, 53, Hones in the b~ b.el.ong.to 
first in three decades, work of the harshest level. It dean of the Sulk Institute in this group, produ ecl by me 
' I tW. I . .  -i~ ~ hadenormouslmpaet,"said San Diego, Calif., and thyroid g lan,  the 
IV1111T.  "P1 1 [£~PO the awarding faculty, the Schally, 50, of the Veterans parathyroid glan s, the hy- 
~.v.ff i .-~---=-vL,~J.j  Jk t ,4. .L%vJ.~ Royal Caroline mstitute oz Administration_ Hospital in pophysis, the ph ..end, the 
" Medicine in Stockholm. New orleans, La. gasiro-intestinal ract ana 
m • - -  Dr• Gerry T• Cori shared In independent research other tissues. 
d"bi'lT'~ t" I 1 t' l , ' J-  ~ the Nobel tbr medicine with over the past two decades, Guillemin, rea, :ed at his 
q~,~J£ J . J . . L J .~ / ts  ' her husband, Carl, in 1947 the French-born Guillemin home in the , ..n Diego 
through the UN General for their research on car- and the Polish-burn Sehali~,, suburb of La Jell , said his 
Assembly two veers ago bohydrate metabolism and arrived at similar results m research as "i~ placations 
with Communis[ becking e~ymes, competitive studies of in the field of diabetes, 
Frota also accused the I will not be modest. I pept~de hormone production population contr i and in- 
~overnment of "criminal think radioimmtmoassaY of the brain. |e~fility." 
~omnlacencv with Corn- has been a very important Their conclusions "laid A Briton nd two 
munTst infiltration and . . , . . . ,  . _ .~  , Ame.ricaos s.har I in the  
leftist propaganda which is At' lc, on  p hymcs pr:ze awarae ~
supported in the daily press, A.JJ.(A.~L~.£h. L JLJLJ. £~JC£ J .£  t.ue~ayxor rese~ cn on ~of 
in the univers..ities',a, ndinthe . electronic str~ :ture o 
government ~tself. And he 1 . . -  J , 1 magnetic and isordered 
b" f i systems The , :nericans ld for support roe the mau: , r  nere  . 
business community by . . - ~e Joim...Van Vl  ok, _78,h?s x 
accusing the government of OTI~AWA (CP) -- JesnUa member of the tom- ~arvaru nivers y anu m 
a "process of . state Nkomo, a key' figure in the moawsal~ and the UN, the former stude~ , . .  Ph!lip 
domination,, of the' national Bhedesian political" " dispute,' 60-year-old Nkomo said• _An. derson, ~, .o t  .~nn.ceton 
economy, arrived here Tuesday hight "We are on this nlanet ~ university anct ~ I t,auora- 
Frota's candidacy for TO carry the message of l~s gether" r " - -  ~n'_es. They will ~hare the 
president received a boost black nationalist group m • ~lab,-UUO pnys :s przze 
recently" when a group of Canadian, leaders and the .Th.e~ront.had.i~. ste ry, to equ .all ~ wi.th .Sh" ~ ~v'.dl Me!t, 
politiclans in • the pro- Canadian public, teuln me uN ano me uritisn 7z, oi uamoriage m:verm~y 
government ARENA party Nkomo, co-leader with had theirs and the differing in England. _ 
formed an informal earn- Robert Mugabe of the views would I~.. debated .Amn.e.s~. In! mational~ 
paign committee for him Zimbabwe'Palriotic Front, there, Nkomo. saia• . . .~  me•ur:.usn-Dasea :reu~.cna~ 
and made speeches in said in a brief interview at Jamieson .has sam me see.Ks zresoom ~ ' po£mcm 
Congress urginghimforthe Ottawa International Air, AngloAmer:can .plan for pr:soners, won the 1977 
succession. That was pert that he believes "there transition is cne only peace prize. 
believed to have led to h is  can be a negotiated set- propo_s_ al which can settle The 1977 p ze four 
dismissal• , tlement to Rhodesian the dispute without blood- literature went ~, Spanish 
Frota is also believed to problems, shed. The patriotic front has poet Vincente t eixandre. 
have considerable support But he indicated the front differed with some aspects 
in the army high command, remains dissatisfied with of th.e An.glo-Ame~ca n plan. LOS ANGELE: (AP) -- 
but it is not knownyet how the British and U.S. plan for ux damieson s view, Domestic film re~ als from 
strong that support is. transition to black majority Nkomo said! . . . .  the science-fictio feature 
Although the president will rule in Rhodesia, called _ "I. know .me proolem, I Star Wars have p ~sed $100 
be elected by Congress, Zimhabweby the nationalist don't nave to convince hhn. million, 20th Ce tory-Fox 
which is dominated ~by the groups. He may not be aware of Film Corp. has a nounced. 
• ~ " o ARENAparty, themanthey N'~omo, a guest of the wHat. I ra  aware o.. . . . .  DanEs Stanfiil, :he corn- 
elect can only take office if Canadian Labor Congress . ,aspca wnemer ne mmKs pony's chairman, md Alan 
he is approved by the!army. (CLC), is here on a private t . . . . . . . .  Ladd Jr., its presi ent, said 
There was no immediate visit to meet External At- proposal can stm De me this week th; ~ total 
reaction from Frota's fairs Minister Don .basis of. a .  settlement, domestic box offic receipts 
congressional supporters to Jamieson, opposition party NKomore.luseu togo neyono from Star Wars through 
his dismissal. Members of leaders, government of- the ;rent's 2crmal response Sunday were $1 ~,666,858. 
the opposition Brazilian ficials and t rade  union TO ~e plan in eany ~ew The share rec ived by 
Democratic Movement leaders• He also will speak temper. . . .  20th Century, knm ~ as film 
accused Geisel of ~inept at several public meetings .Nkomo was we~comea ny. rentals, was more ban $I00 
handling of ..the succession, in~: Ottawa, Mon~reaz, a nanann o.t supporm~ an~ million, they said. ~.~ ~- 
.Thfl presid"e~.t n~mled,Gen.., T.0~onto,.,and_,,. Vancouver CLC officiam. The ut, u saia The impact of .' ar Wars> 
eemannoBelfortBethlem,~ during.his 12-day stay. : Nkom.o was  inv i ted. to  receipts will ~e fe!t 
=ommander of the 3rd Canada has an tEl)errant Canaaa oy mrm.er t;~u primarily in the c mpany s
army, TO replace Fro~ as role to play in ras.olvm~.the president Joe Morns ear,er current third luarter, 
• army minister. ~ Rhedesian struggle as it m a His year. Stanfill added. 
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Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday School 10a.m. 
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S  AVVH'W'S 
A~lllcen Church of Canada 
4726 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Rewlmnce Stephens • 63S.$855 
BI :k Afrl, 
1 der h re 
.ALVAT IO N 
ARMY -- 
4637 Welsh 
Captain: Bill Young 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Workshop 
7:30 Evening Servl.ces 
Mon. Cottage meeting 7:30 
Wed. Home league 7:30 
5at. Youth group 7:30 
phone 
Captain or Mrs. Bill Young. 
PEMTECO ITAL 
Cur. Sparksa Ceith 
Pastor: 
Sunday School 9:45 ].m. 
arid N•Thomas Morning Worship 1 00 a.m. 
10:00 a•m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School CHRIST I  I LH  
11:00 a•m. Morning Worship 
Service REIFOR& El) 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible CHURC 
Study 
Weds. 
8:00 p,m• Home Bible Studies IVAN@ELICAL  Sparks St, at Stra, ne Ave. 
Rev. Arthur Hellem n 635.2621 
"You are Weloomeat FREE CHURCH 
Sunday School- Terr ce 10 a.m. 
Uplands" Cor. Park Ave. and Sparks St. Sunday School- Ren , 2:30 p.m. 
Rev. W.H.Tatum 11:00 a.m. Worship ervlce 
UNITED 33m Sparks Streat63S.5115 S:O0 p.m. Worship -' rvlce 
KNOX 
CNURCN +:45 .Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Workshop TA I )ERNI  kCL I I  
7:15 Evening Services 
4647 Lazelle, re. 
Pastor M• Ker ;edy 
Office 635.2434 Hon ) 635.5336 
Sunday School 10:(X a•m, 
Morning Worship 1" 00 a,m. 
Sunday Evening 7:1 p.m. 
Blble Study Wed, 7 :0  p.m. 
Youth Night Thurs 7:30 p.m 
LUTHER kR 
CHRIS r 
CHUM( II 
Cur. Sparks St. & P rk Ave. 
Rev. Rolf Nosterue ,35.5882 
Mornlna Service • I1 a.m. 
Church School. 9 t5 a.m. 
Sunday School, Co *lrmatlon 
Youth and Adult C sses 
~t~[ negotiation at Geneva; 
the terms of reference 
which applied at the last 
Middle East conference in 
Geneva in 1973 should still 
apply unless all parties 
to change them. 
These points mean, Dayan 
said, that Israel woma not 
ngn}e_ to a total return to the 
borders existtngbeforo the 
1967 A~ab-lsrae-li war, that 
the Palestine Liberation 
nolo anization (PL0) would 
be represented a~ 
Geneva and that Israe 
would not agree to a 
Palesflnian state. 
The working paper, put 
together last week between 
by Dayan, President Carter 
and U.S. State Secretary_ 
Cyrus Vance, was approved 
by the Israeli cabinet 
Tuesday night. 
Arab governments have 
yet to comment oon the 
working paper. 
taken from conversations.point i  the conversation 
with the plane indicated that he would have to take 
there might be two off even if Italian authorities 
hijackers on board, tried TO block the plane. 
"We believe there were Police said the plane took off 
two different voices," said suddenly, without au- 
Alfi Lombardo, of the air- thoriza(ion. 
.~inkrt security staff• "We Rome airport sources aid 
they are dangerous eight passengers on the 
and well-prepared judging plane were members of a 
from the icy tone of their Spanish air crew on their 
voices and their com- 
Church: 635-9019 
Chvrch Service I0 a.rn'. 
Sunday School 10a.m. 
NEW YORK (Reuter) - -  
Playboy magazine has pub- 
lished three pages of n.ede. 
photographs of Ruooxx 
Nureyev, calling .~em a 
great leap forwara mr the 
Russian-born ballet star. 
The photes are stills from 
a coming film starring 
Nureyev as the silent 
screen's greatest lover, 
Rudolph V~lentino, 
PHIl 
+ 
mends." 
He said a hijacker 
threatened to blow up the 
plane at one point when 
lhere was a delay on the 
tarmac after refueling. 
There was speculation the 
hijacking was linked with 
the terrorist kidnapping of 
West German industrialist 
Hanna Martin Scldeyer. He 
was abducted nearly six 
weeks ago by members of 
the Red Army Faction, a 
West German terrorisl 
group, which demanded 
release of 11 jailed 
comrades, $478,000 in ran- 
som and safe passage out of 
Germany. 
The terrorists have com- 
plained in letters to 
European newspapers that 
the West German govern- 
ment was stalling on their 
demands• ' 
Cypriot authorities said 
they put into effect a 
"prearranged plan for a 
situation such as this." They 
4907 Lazelle Ave• 
Minister Rev. Dave Mirtyn 
Sunday School 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. 
Under 12 11:00 a,m• 
Worship service 11:00 a.m, 
TERRACE 
ALL IANCE 
CHURCH 
MENNONITE  
BR iTHREN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street Phone 635.3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
Sunday School 10:00 am 
Family Worship Service 11:00 
a.m. 
SACRED HEART 
•PARISH 
4130 Straume Ave• Terrace• 
Phone:635-2313. 
Sunday Masses 
8:15 a.m. 1h30 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 7:30 p.m. 
Pastor Roy Taylor 
Sunday 9:45. Bible School 
11:00 a.m. • Morning Worship 
7:1S p.m. Evening Service 
Wed. 7:30 p.m. • Bible Study & 
Prayer 
i 
'h 
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On the l ighter  side 
The Wizard of Id by Brant parker and Johnny hart 
ROR ~' r  (_..~RDUP re-, 14OLD~N~ 
Bonar's , 1rk 
HA' i 'G  " I~E | RUM POW~I  
B.C. 
F 
3 
by' Addison 
~C:) AHEAD, RUN OFF ,, 
(TI-{ "FROVOCATIV~ ~JAII{LF_.Y, 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake ""~1~" 
FOR FRIDAY, 
OCTOBER 14, 1977 
ARIES U. .~Z 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) I F~ 
Job matters may prove more 
strenuous then usual; but stone 
delightful news from an old 
friend will "make" your day. 
TAu.us ~: JF  
(Apr. 21 to May21) 
Curb emotions and do not let 
sympathy for one cause blind 
you to the attributes of another. 
[ .~  ~ ~.  ~z  ~ p ~ , ~  ~ Take care of undertaUogs in
I POIF J~ A LOT OF  l TO CJ4E~;F~ H I~ , l order,- but ~thout anxiety. 
I P -UNNIN~ / N~F.~CAL ~EP, . I  
johnny hart 
r ~ 
. . .du . r  C:~N'T F..XF'~T" ~e 
"TO ~ tt~g~ WHF_.N TH~ 
FL IN~ I@ OVE~/  
""PgoVO~AliVE ,%tlfR~-eV" 1 
by Dik Browne 
by Gar  Trudeau 
Hagar tL +e Horrible 
FIAel4'.T ~Ot~l BEE:P,[ P'~"~ 
,~E:. ~ IN~ A LOT OF: I 
THAT O'P_.ST I2, .r-.J 'Y'E5 
Doonesbury 
~ x ~  ~ .z21. ~ I ~ I ~N,¢.~S ~g AT V/K/~5 I 
,~c~z~'~ ~,,to,~vr~l ~1 ,~/~m~Y/~p,~,mvr~ I III ~y~.~rrT~t.,trurneao~:~:,ll Ill ~T~ II 
_~_~__E*~:~'f._~ .~_.~0.~_'1 ~1Ze..<~(We ~e~.,~'~,~F- I III CO,~P~y,o~e~.y,,e,,tf,,~ ~11nil e~ee~f.e? ~ ~  II 
i :~<~/~ ~HATMO/~ I El F~w~/rz.YY~.~,ANP77YAT nl MO~TO/Y~'~N.4~ o • APosrr/oN 
II ++, ,++,  Nil Itl o II 
Catfish 
D 1 | l l  by P.~ICI~O Tlll~ml~ N Y. NlWl  Syfld II~C. 
The Amazing Spider-man 
J77~ ~6/N OF .'~o/PG~-M,~W... 
( 
P~ Now, ~WHEN '~ T~k"L~-" 
A~.t. "1" ~ . ~  ~YZo MIGH'r 
~(  /J~ NEW/Af~ WAS M ~ UI 
(May 22 to June 21) H 
Mixed influences. Your ef- 
forts my not show immediate 
returns. They will, however, 
strengthen your current status. 
Stress accuracy, precision. C, NCER 
(June 22 to July 23) 
There may be more than one 
way to achieve your goal, so 
keep eyes and ears open. 
Generally speaking, the strong 
and decisive try will pay off. 
LEO 
(July 24 to ~ug. 23) ~ 
&s the week draws to a close, 
prepare to revive depleted 
energies, dwindling resources. 
Rekindle an optimistic outlook 
toward the future. 
(Aug. ~4 to .~ept. ~.3) 
Mixed influences. Be prompt 
to reject unethical, or even 
slightly questionable, schemes. 
Too much is at stake; ~ much 
can get out of hand. 
uB~ ~4~ 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
Not a good day for finances. 
There's a tendency to "throw 
good money after bad." Avoid! 
Rather, cut losses ruthlessly. 
sco lo 
(ee l  24 to Nov. 22) 
Do not let a personal disap- 
pointment mar your overall 
Easy to Sew 
Printed Pattern 
~si,n- WHAI'S A "$PS~.R='~ 
~,4~ W~rH~rr ~ wsB~.j, I 
. " : ,  , ,' ; ; 
perspective. Continue to aim fo 
high goals. Your adeptnes~ 
know-how and intuition shoul, 
be potent now. 
SAGITrARIUS ~@ 
(Nov. 23 to Dee. 21) 
If pressed for time, you nm] 
overlook vitally importaw 
details. Be alert to this, sine( 
carelessness could caus~ 
needless errors, 
CAPRICORN 1 ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Stellar influences should 
inspire top-flight efforts. 
Espec ia l . l y  favored :  
educational projects, family 
concerns, community interests, 
health programs. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ~,==~ 
Uranus influences +not too 
friendly. Avoid getting in over 
your head --  espedally where 
you happen to be on unfandliar 
ground. .. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Excellent Neptune in- 
fluences! New trends may 
result in an agreement, where 
there was oply opposition 
before. Do make the most of 
such fine opportunity. 
YOU BOI~ TODAY: The 
Ubran's outstanding traits are 
fair-mindedness, gmeroslty; 
creativity and fearlessness in
defending the rights of others. 
You are steadfast inyour aims 
and determined in your climb 
toward success, but must be 
careful not to overtax yourscff. 
Artistically, you are extremely 
versatile and could succeed ~ a 
writer, painter, musician or 
interior decorator. On the 
professional score, your 
overwhelming sympathy for 
your fellowman makes you a 
potentially fine physician and 
your objective tldnldag and 
impartinli~ fit you for the 
judiciary or statesmanship. 
Birthdate of: Gen. Dwight D. 
Eiscnhewer, 34th Pres., U.S.A. 
Dashing! 
Printed Pattern 
OI£CO 
9406 3~.48 
Side.slit top, poll.on pants! 
Printed Pattern 9406: Worn. 
en's Sizes are 34 (38.inch bust 
with 40.inch hip); 36 (40 bust, 
42 hip); 38 (42 bust, 44 hip); 
40 (44 bust, 46 hip); 42 (46 
bust, 48 hip); 44 (48 bust, 50 
hip); 46 (50 bust, 52 hip); 48 
(52 bust, 54 hip). 
$1.25 for each pattern - cash, 
cheque or money order. Add 
25¢ each pattern for first- 
class mail and handling. On- 
tario residents add 94 sales 
tax. Print plainly Style Num. 
bet, Size, Your Name and Ad. 
dress. SEND TO: Marian Martin 
Pattern Dept,, (Name of 
paper). "'Address. 
Save $10 to $100 when you sew 
it yourself! Lots of new dresses, 
pants, tops, Total Wardrobe 
patterns in NEW FALL.WINTER 
PATTERN CATALOG. Coupon fur 
any pattern free. Send 75# 
Great together, superb sep- 
arately! It's a fortune in fash. 
i0n-trim banker's vest, smart 
st0ck.tie shirt, fluid skirt. 
Printed Pattern 9381: Misses 
Sizes 8, I0, 12, ]4, 16, 18. 
Size 12 (bust 34) blouse 1 5/8 
yards 60.inch; skirt ] 5/8; vest 
yard fabric. 
$1,25 for each pattern - cash, 
cheque or money order. Add 
25¢ each pattern for first. 
class mail and handling. On. 
ratio residents ~dd 91 sales 
tax. Print plainly S~e'Num. 
her, Size, Your Name and Ad. 
dress. SEND TO: Marian Marlin 
Pattern Dept., (Name of 
paper), Address. 
Save $10 to $100 when you sew 
it yourself! Lots of new dresses, 
, pants, tops, Total Wardrobe 
patterns in NEW FALL-WINTER 
PATTERN CATALOG. Coupon for 
any pattern free. Send 75¢ 
The first non-stop trans-Atlantic flight was made by Sir 
John Alcock and Sir Arthur Whitten Brown in 1919. Brown 
repeatedly had to climb on the wings to hack off thickening 
ice. 
P® 
Don't Marry Just 
To Please Friends 
By Abigail Van Buren 
© 1977 by  The  Ch icago  Tr lbune .N .Y .News Synd.  Inc ,  
+DEAR ABBY: I have been divorced for eight years and 
have no desire to marry again. I've been keenin~ comnanv 
wzth a fine gentleman for three years. He s also divorced. 
We have marvelous times together, going to the theater, 
• dinner, playing backgammon a d beating. 
.He would marry me if I wanted him to, but I believe that 
when two people live together, they grow tired of each 
. other. We care for each other, but there are times when we 
like to go our separate ways. 
I don't recommend this lifestyle for the young or for 
those with young children, but our children are grown, and 
we are both in our middle 50s and quite set in otir ways. 
ch~r :  Re problem: Many of our friends and especially our 
en geep urging us to get married. Why should we 
marry just to please other people? I enjoy privacy and eo 
does be, and there are times when you don't want any;one 
arouna. Noc even the one you love• I would appreciato your 
opinion on this. Also anyone else's. 
NO COMPLAINTS 
DEAR NO. If you're satisfied, and he's satisfied, 
mMntaln the status quo. Of all the reasons to marry, 
because other people think you "ought o" is the poorest 
DEAR ABBY: My mother-in-law is a kind, sweet lad) 
and I love her dearly, but she is so superstitious she 
sometimes gets on my nerves. She is always telling ms not 
"to do this or that because it's '~oad luck" She's eonstAn#Jv 
im~ on won,t., biting her tongue, spitting three times 
"ann carowing salt over her shoulder. 
,. I'h~ve .never been superstitious, and I don't enjoy 
~m~nmg totha~ kind of junk. In my opinion, it's ridiculous 
ann ignorant. I don t want my children taught 
superstitions, but if I tell the~p not to pay any attention to 
Grandma they might lose respect for her. They re still too 
young to know the difference between superstition and 
fact. 
How can I tactfully handle this situationYiRR~TATE D- - - - - -  
+DEAR IRRITATED: Tell Grandma (nicely) that you 
don't Wknt your cldldren to believe In superstitions :Rlid 
~u'd  appredato her cooperation. Then YOU iezpla~i,~ 
your children that superstitions ere stories based on fairy 
tales--net facts. 
DEAR ABBY: A good friend of ours lost her husband 
suddenly three years ago at which time she moved into the 
home of her married daughter. She's been there ever 
since. 
This friend is now over her mourning, is working 
part-time and is in good health. Several of us friends have 
observed that her presence in her daughter's home is 
detrimental tb her marriage. The mother has convinced 
herself that she is '~zeeded," but it's obvious to everyone 
(b~t her) that she's not. 
thHow do you toll someone, whom you don't want to offend 
at she should be moving on? Or should we just butt out? 
• ' TICKLISH SITUATION 
DEAR TICKLISH: The word from here is to butt out. 
i 
DEAR ABBY: This may sound trivial to you, but it has 
caused quite a few arguments at our house• 
I have been raised to clean up after myself, but my 
husband hasn't. His mother did everything for him, 
including washing hie hair. The big fight is over his leaving 
the bathtub dirty for me to clean. Abby, I find this 
revolting, but if he refuses to do it then I have to, which is 
the way it's been lately• I agreed to wash out the tub after 
him until we hear from you. 
He said he would go by your decision. He says if I loved 
him, I'd do it. I say if he loved ME, he wouldn't ask me to. 
Who is right? 
HIS WIFE 
DEAR WIFE: The word from here is that every man, 
woman and child able to bathe without assistance should 
clean the tub after himself. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "DAILY READER OF DEXTER• 
MO., STATESMAN": When a man starts to tell you bow 
much humility he has, count on it that he has none. 
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal 
reply, write to ABBY. Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069. 
Enclose stamped, self-addrassed nvelope, please. 
Marsh  Wor ld  
• . ~ J.~ . ,~', : . . . . .   e(i; 
~ ~. , ,  
• ZERO TILLAGE - This concept of cultivation 
• • t 
involves seeding directly into the previous y~ar's'i 
, , r ? + 
• stubble, thereby eliminating summerfallowing'. With + 
proper management, it increases grain yields ,
reduces erosion, and improves soil fr iabil ity and 
fertil ity. By .reducing spring cultivation, this tech- 
nique can also greatly improve th e nesting success 
of ducks which choose to nest in stubble fields. 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 19s. ';,;, 
